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Executive Summary to the Draft for Partner Consultation 
 
Cumbria County Council has a strategic overview role for local flooding as Lead Local Flood Authority 
(LLFA) for Cumbria under the Flood and Water Management Act 2010.  A Local Flood Risk 
Management Strategy is a requirement for the County Council to set out how local flood risks will be 
managed in the county, who will deliver them and how they will be funded. 
 
Many other authorities or partners have a role to play in the management of flood risks in Cumbria. 
They include the Environment Agency, District and Borough Councils and United Utilities. 
These authorities continue to work in flood risk management and in the past this has presented a 
confusing picture for the public.  The County Council must take a lead in Cumbria and this Strategy 
identifies how this will be done.    
 
Flood risk management is a new and challenging area of work for the County Council.  It is right that 
existing knowledge, skills and expertise held by individuals and organisations should be used by the 
Council to meet the new duties. Partnership working is central to this Strategy.   
 
Through cooperation organisations and individuals can achieve more effective results than they 
could achieve through working alone. It is essential to the success of a partnership that all parties 
involved should be clear about what they are trying to achieve from the start, individually and 
collectively.   
 
An assessment of the implications of the legislation for all partners will help develop an 
understanding of the outcomes that are required, the necessary resources to achieve them, and the 
specific contributions and roles of each of the partner authorities.  This is a learning process for all 
partners but the central objective of working together is to provide an effective flood risk 
management service for the people of Cumbria. 
 
An overview of this Strategy was considered by the Cumbria LLFA Working Group in October 2013 
and the Policy Objectives were approved by the Cumbria LLFA Steering Group in January 2014.  It is 
now ready for partner consultation.  Full public consultation will take place in Summer 2014.  
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1.0 Introduction 
 

The Flood and Water Management Act 2010 (the Act or FWMA) makes county and unitary 
authorities Lead Local Flood Authorities (LLFAs) with a strategic overview role for local 
flooding in their area. Cumbria County Council (CCC) is the LLFA in Cumbria.  A Local Flood 
Risk Management Strategy (LFRMS) is a requirement for all LLFAs to set out how local flood 
risks will be managed in the county, who will deliver them and how they will be funded. 
 
FWMA duties were key recommendations in the Pitt Review following the 2007 floods. 
Cumbria was hit badly in 2005 and 2009 by flooding, but these events were dominated by 
flooding from large rivers. The Pitt Review concluded that up to 60% of flooding occurs from 
other sources, namely: - 

 surface water, 

 groundwater, 

 ordinary watercourses. 
 
It is LLFA’s responsibility to manage the risks associated with flooding from these sources. 
The Environment Agency (EA) continues to manage flooding risk on main rivers, reservoirs 
and the coast. Many other authorities, defined as Risk Management Authorities (RMAs) 
under the Act, have a role to play in the management of these flood risks in Cumbria. They 
include District and Borough Councils and a water company, United Utilities (UU). 
These authorities continue to work in flood risk management and in the past this has 
presented a confusing picture for the public.  Each LLFA must take a lead in its area and this 
Strategy identifies how CCC will do that.   As a requirement under the Act it sets out how 
local flood risks will be managed in the county, who will deliver them and how they will be 
funded. It will help risk organisations and communities understand different roles and 
responsibilities and how agencies or authorities will work together to manage local flooding. 

 

1.1 The aims of the local strategy 
 to coordinate the resources available in the flood RMAs to maximise a reduction in local 

flood risk 

 to promote a wider understanding and awareness of flooding in Cumbria 

 to explain  how everyone can play a part in reducing flood risk. 
 

1.2  What is local flood risk management (LFRM)? 
Managing local flood risk involves: 

 understanding where flooding may happen and why 

 actions to reduce the possibility of flooding 

 adjusting to the risks and acting to reduce the impacts of flooding  
 
Local flooding is difficult to predict as it can be caused by rainfall that is hard to forecast, 
blockages, poor maintenance or variable groundwater levels. It is more effective to plan, 
make changes and be prepared for flooding rather than rely on mobilisation immediately 
beforehand.  But the risk of flooding can never be entirely removed from any location and 
the level of flood risk management afforded to a site must be proportionate to the known 
risks. 
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1.3 The context of the Local Flood Risk Management Strategy 
The local strategy provides a framework for delivering local flood risk management in 
Cumbria. The relationship of the local strategy to other flood plans and strategic planning 
documents produced locally, regionally and nationally is shown in Fig. 1 below 
 

 
 
Figure 1.  The context of the Local Flood Risk Management Strategy 

1.4  Background to the Flood & Water Management Act 2010 
Essentially the Act provides the legislative framework to deliver better flood and coastal 
erosion risk management based on the recommendations from the Government’s key policy 
documents and associated consultations over recent years: 
•  Making Space for Water 2004 recommended that the EA has a strategic overview across 

all flooding and coastal erosion risks. The Agency has carried out this role on a voluntary 
basis since 2008 when it was officially given this job.  The legislation now gives it the 
powers and duties to fully deliver this function, namely through the National Flood and 
Coastal Erosion Risk Management Strategy for England.  

•  Government’s Strategy Future Water 2008 highlighted the need to actively manage 
surface water and groundwater and the impacts they have on other sources of flooding.  
Previously no one organisation had responsibility for surface water or groundwater 
flooding. 

• The Pitt Review 2008 went one step further recommending that local authorities take on 
responsibility for managing local flood risks, including surface water and groundwater.  
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The Pitt Review also highlighted the need for a single unifying Act which the FWMA  goes 
some way towards achieving. 

• In addition, the Act provides an essential link to the Flood Risk Regulations 2009 arising 
from the European Union (EU) Floods Directive. The Act and the Regulations combined 
provide the legislative framework for the management of future flood and coastal 
erosion risk.  

• A National Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management Strategy has been produced by 
the EA as required under the Act.  It is broad and high-level, setting out the current risk 
and ways in which it can be managed and objectives and measures for doing so, along 
with the current and predicted impact of climate change on flood and coastal erosion 
and how risk management authorities can contribute to the achievement of wider 
environmental objectives.  It gives ‘teeth’ to the Agency’s Strategic Overview role as 
advocated by Making Space for Water. 

• Local strategies will be essential in achieving flood risk outcomes and will need to be 
consistent with the objectives set out in the National Strategy.  

• Once in place all RMAs will be required to carry-out their flood and coastal erosion risk 
management activities in line with the objectives in the national and local strategies, 
with the exception of water companies who are exempt from this but must pay due 
regard. 

• This whole process is underpinned by a duty for flood risk management authorities to 
cooperate when undertaking this work, and provides flexibility for them to make 
arrangements with other risk management authorities to carry out work on their behalf.   

• Provisions for a LFRMS are covered by Section 9 of the FWMA 2010 as follows (text from 
the Act is provided in italics): -  

 
9 Local flood risk management strategies: England 
(1) A lead local flood authority for an area in England must develop, maintain, apply and 
monitor a strategy for local flood risk management in its area (a “local flood risk 
management strategy”).  
(2) In subsection (1) “local flood risk” means flood risk from—  
(a) surface runoff,  
(b) groundwater, and  
(c) ordinary watercourses.  
(3) In subsection (2)(c) the reference to an ordinary watercourse includes a reference to a 
lake, pond or other area of water which flows into an ordinary watercourse. 

 

1.5 Definitions 
In simple terms, surface water flood risk is any flood source outside of main rivers and the 
sea. This includes flooding from sewers and drainage systems as a result of heavy rainfall, 
ordinary watercourses (culverted or open), groundwater and runoff flooding. 
In more detail, surface water flooding in the context of a LFRMS includes the following 
sources: - 
 
Surface water runoff: 
Runoff as a result of high intensity rainfall when water is ponding or flowing over the ground 
surface before it enters the underground drainage network or watercourse, or cannot enter 
it because the network is full to capacity, thus causing flooding (known as pluvial flooding); 
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Flooding from groundwater: 
Where groundwater is defined as all water which is below the surface of the ground and in 
direct contact with the ground or subsoil. 
 
Sewer flooding: 
Flooding which occurs when the capacity of underground systems is exceeded due to heavy 
rainfall, resulting in flooding inside and outside of buildings. Note that the normal discharge 
of sewers and drains through outfalls may be impeded by high water levels in receiving 
waters as a result of wet weather or tidal conditions; 
 
Flooding from open-channel and culverted watercourses which receive most of their flow 
from inside the urban area and perform an urban drainage function; 
 
Overland flows from the urban/rural fringe entering the built-up area, and; 
 
Overland flows resulting from groundwater sources. 

 
Although in theory surface water flooding can be defined and separated from main rivers 
and the sea , the reality can be different. Surface water flooding is often linked to main rivers 
and the sea. High river levels can back up sewer outfalls or smaller watercourses leading to 
upstream flooding. High tides can also prevent a free outfall and be a key element of surface 
water flood risk. It is necessary to identify surface water flood risk so that the LLFA is aware 
of locations where it has a responsibility. However, when it comes to identifying options and 
undertaking a scheme, it will be important to work with others as partners so that a 
sustainable solution can be found. Section 5.4 identifies some of these important 
partnerships. 

 

1.6  Statutory requirements of a Local Flood Risk Management Strategy 
Section 9 of the Flood and Water Management Act 2010 continues as follows (text from the 
Act is provided in italics): - 

 
(4)The strategy must specify—  
(a) the risk management authorities in the authority's area ; 
(b)  the flood and coastal erosion risk management functions that may be exercised by those 
authorities in relation to the area;   
Section 3 of this document explains who the main RMAs are in Cumbria and summarises the 
functions they may exercise. It also gives an overview of partnerships and governance 
arrangements that some or all risk management authorities are involved in working together 
to deliver flood risk management functions. 

 
(c) the objectives for managing local flood risk (including any objectives included in the 
authority's flood risk management plan prepared in accordance with the Flood Risk 
Regulations 2009).  
Section 4 of this document sets out the LFRM objectives for Cumbria and explains the 
supporting principles from relevant documents that help to shape them.   The ’objectives’ of 
this LFRMS are the LFRM policies of CCC. 

 
(d) the measures proposed to achieve those objectives, 
These are discussed in Section 5. ’Measures’ are actions in the context of this LFRMS. 
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(e) how and when the measures are expected to be implemented. 
Section 5.4 examines the partnership working approach that will be adopted to deliver the 
measures serving the objectives introduced in Section 4.  A Local Flood Risk Management 
Action Plan identifying a timeline for the measures to be implemented is included in 
Appendix 4 and discussed in Section 6. 

 
(f)  the costs and benefits of those measures, and how they are to be paid for,  
Section 6 looks at sources of funding.  Sections 5.2 cover the benefits achievable from the 
proposed measures.  A cost/benefit analysis of proposed flood defence schemes has been 
carried out in the Cumbria SWMP.  

 
(g) the assessment of local flood risk for the purpose of the strategy,  
This has been covered by the Cumbria SWMP and the methodology adopted is discussed in 
Section 5.2. 

 
(h) how and when the strategy is to be reviewed 
Section 7 looks at future strategy review and the process anticipated to update the Cumbria 
LFRMS.  

 
(i) how the strategy contributes to the achievement of wider environmental objectives.  
This subject matter is embodied within this strategy which has been the subject of a 
statutory Strategic Environmental Assessment.  See Appendix 5. 

 
(5) The strategy must be consistent with the national flood and coastal erosion risk 
management strategy for England under section 7.  
This requirement is discussed in Section 4.2.2. 

 
This Local Flood Risk Management Strategy has been produced by the Cumbria LLFA 
responding to these requirements of Section 9 of the FWMA. 
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2.0 Flooding in Cumbria 
 

Cumbria suffers from all forms of flooding. This section provides an introduction with 
references to further information and how flood risk is being managed by the risk 
management authorities. 
 
Whilst the responsibilities for flooding are divided between these organisations, it is 
important to understand that there is a mix between different types of flooding. A storm 
may bring rainfall to an area, which will soak into the ground and eventually may increase 
groundwater levels. If the ground is saturated or the land is covered by hard surfaces, it will 
flow to nearby watercourses through land drains or sewers. These watercourses will flow to 
the rivers, collecting rain from more drains and sewers on the way. The river will flow 
towards the sea, collecting water from more local watercourses on the way or from 
groundwater if the water table is high enough.  This whole process is summarised in Fig. 2 
below. 

 

 
    Figure 2.  Causes of flooding 

If at any point the water flows exceed the capacity of the watercourse carrying it, flooding 
will occur. This could be caused by extremely heavy rainfall or because the system is 
blocked.  Increases in hard surfacing, for instance, through new development, will mean the 
land will not be able to absorb as much rain, resulting in more runoff and more flow will be 
created which may cause flooding. Management and maintenance of the land and drainage 
systems in the area can have real impacts on the risks associated with flooding locally or 
downstream. 
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RMAs have powers and duties for the various forms for flooding that can occur. Different 
types of flooding are introduced below, along with the risk management authorities that are 
involved in addressing them. Because of the potential mix of different forms of flooding, 
solutions may be very complex and involve several risk management authorities. 

 

2.1 Flooding characteristics. 

2.1.1 General 

Cumbria’s geography means it has high annual average rainfall; the wettest place in England 
is Seathwaite at the southern end of Borrowdale. Seathwaite’s annual average rainfall total 
is approximately 3500 mm. During the floods of November 2009, 314 mm of rain fell in a 24 
hour period. 
 
The nature of surface water flooding in Cumbria is varied and dependant on natural features 
and manmade assets.  
 
Cumbria is a rural county, so typical urban flooding is not as common as in other locations in 
the UK i.e. flooding related to urban watercourses; large, long culverts; and large complex 
drainage systems. In Cumbria Carlisle is the largest urban area where large surface water 
drainage systems and urban watercourses are likely to be found. A lot of investment has 
taken place in Carlisle following the 2005 floods. This includes significant improvements to 
the drainage system, and as a result Carlisle is currently not a significant surface water 
flooding location. Barrow is the other, large settlement in Cumbria. Similarly, Barrow has had 
a lot of investment especially from UU, meaning it is not a significant surface water flooding 
location.  
 

2.1.2 Surface water flooding 

The remainder of the surface water flooding issues can be roughly split into two types. Firstly 
there are low lying drainage systems that back up and secondly Cumbria has steep 
catchments with many surcharging watercourses in a dense built environment leading to 
flash flooding. 
 
The low lying systems are typical of Ulverston, Grange-Over-Sands and Whitehaven and 
other coastal locations. These are generally very flat areas with little gradient in the drainage 
system. This means that it can be difficult to get a gravity outfall to a larger watercourse or 
the sea. The gentle gradient can lead to the receiving watercourse silting up, further 
reducing the gradient and potentially silting up outfalls. In addition, low lying tidal areas will 
find it difficult to get a free discharge into the sea or estuaries during high tides or storm 
surges.  
 
The flash flood systems are typical of inland hilly places like Keswick, Kendal, Windermere, 
Ambleside, Grasmere. During storm events, these locations are prone to flash floods due to 
rapid runoff from the surrounding hills. This is partly due to the topography (small, steep 
catchments) and the geology (impermeable bedrock and thin soils). Once the runoff reaches 
the settlements, the problems are exacerbated. As many of these locations are in the Lake 
District National Park, planning restrictions can lead to development pressures. There is 
therefore a lot of dense development next to small watercourses with very little green space 
to allow watercourses to surcharge. This constrains already swollen watercourses leading to 
surcharging and flooding of the many close by properties, e.g. Gosforth. 
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There have been many high profile flood events in Cumbria e.g. Carlisle 2005 and 
Workington/Cockermouth 2009. The main flood mechanism for these incidents has been a 
main river. However, during these events and at many other times, there have been 
damaging localised floods that should not be overlooked. 
 
In all major settlements, there have been many different surface water flooding incidents. 
However, some settlements have experienced many more than others. For example, 
Workington is a large town in Cumbria, which has had relatively few historic incidents. 
Ulverston is much smaller but has had many more incidents. In these examples, the reasons 
are topography and asset capacity/functionality. Ulverston is low lying and the drainage 
system is under capacity and prone to backing up from a main river and the sea. Workington 
has an adequate drainage system and is elevated well above the River Derwent.    

 

2.2  River flooding  
River flooding (also known as fluvial flooding) occurs when flows exceed the capacity of the 
river channel.  Heavy rainfall can cause river levels to rise and flood adjacent low-lying areas.  
Rivers are divided into two categories: main rivers and ordinary watercourses. The EA has 
permissive powers to manage flood risk from main rivers, which are rivers that can cause 
significant disruption if they flood and need special management to reduce the risks of 
flooding. Main rivers are identified on the EA ‘Flood Map for Planning (from Rivers and the 
Sea)’, which is available on their website:  
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/homeandleisure/37837.aspx 
Ordinary watercourses are discussed in Section 2.8 
 

2.2.1 Catchment Flood Management Plans 

The management of flood risk from main rivers is set out in Catchment Flood Management 
Plans (CFMPs) produced by the EA. These plans give an overview of the flood risk in each 
river catchment and recommend high-level policies for managing those risks now and over 
the next 50-100 years. 
There are seven CFMPs in Cumbria: 

 Derwent  

 Eden 

 South West Lakes 

 Kent & Leven 

 Lune 

 River Tees 

 River Tyne 
Details of these CFMPs can be found here:  
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/research/planning/114513.aspx 
They are shown in Figure 4. 
 
Different arrangements exist for the section of the River Esk in the north of the county near 
Longtown.  This is the lower catchment of the river, the greater part of which lies within 
Scotland.  As such, this section of the River Esk is subject to the Solway Local Plan District 
Flood Risk Management Plan and Strategy produced by the Scottish Environmental 
Protection Agency (SEPA). 
 

http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/homeandleisure/37837.aspx
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/research/planning/114513.aspx
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This local strategy does not include any specific approaches to manage flooding from main 
rivers. However, main river flooding will affect local forms of flooding to be addressed by this 
strategy.   
 
CFMPs are planning tools used to develop flood risk policy, and promote collaborative 
working between organisations within river catchments. CFMPs survey the flood risks across 
a catchment, and consider the potential impacts of climate change on these risks. 
Catchments are divided into sub-areas, with each assigned to one of six policies. The policies 
indicate the amount of work required to reduce flood risk in a sub-area to an acceptable 
level. Within sub-areas particular actions are recommended. River Basin Management Plans 
are at a larger scale, containing several CFMPs and addressing a wider range of 
environmental issues. 

 

 
Figure 3.  River Basin Districts 

2.2.2 Catchment-based policy and planning 

 Using the river catchment to plan flood risk management is not a new idea, but it has come 
to the fore over the past decade. Integrated catchment management focuses both on 
reducing flood risk and on delivering wider benefits such as water quality improvements. 
This is assumed to be an effective way of working towards ’good ecological status’ for water 
bodies, as required by the EU Water Framework (2000/60/EC) Directive. The EU Floods 
(2007/60/EC) Directive, EA CFMPs, and its River Basin Management Plans have all 
contributed to the development of this method of planning. CFMPs focus on where working 
with natural processes could help to manage inland flood risk. 
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Figure 4.  Catchment Flood Management Plans in Cumbria 
 
This Strategy will be implemented via the existing six administrative and operational areas in 
Cumbria, namely Allerdale, Barrow-in-Furness, Carlisle, Copeland, Eden and South Lakeland.  
These areas do not correspond to the five river catchments in the county but actions arising 
from the LFRMS will be assessed in the context of the policies contained within the CFMPs.  
Early examination of the relationship between the LFRMS and CFMPs is expected to form a 
key element of the production of the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) for the 
LFRMS (Appendix 5). 
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2.3 Coastal flooding and erosion  
Coastal flooding is caused by extreme weather conditions combined with high tides, which 
can cause sea levels to rise resulting in flooding of coastal areas. High tides and increased sea 
levels can also impede rivers and drains that flow into the sea, which can cause inland 
flooding. Coastal processes, tides and waves can also cause coastal erosion, where the 
shoreline is worn away causing a loss of land and threatening properties. The EA manages 
flood risk from the sea. District and borough councils are responsible for managing coastal 
erosion, which is overseen by the E A. Coastal flooding and erosion management is 
coordinated through coastal groups. 
 
The management of coastal flooding and coastal erosion risks is set out in Shoreline 
Management Plans (SMPs) produced by the EA and coastal districts working in partnership in 
the coastal group. 
Details of the SMPs that cover the coastline of Cumbria can be found on: 
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/research/planning/105014.aspx 
The purpose of these plans is to provide a large-scale assessment of the risks associated with 
coastal processes and a policy framework to reduce these risks, both to people and the 
environment, in a sustainable way over the next 100 years.  
 
This local strategy does not include any specific approaches to manage flooding from the 
coast. However, coastal flooding will affect local forms of flooding and these will be 
addressed by the local strategy.  Examples include Ulverston, Parton and Whitehaven. 

 

2.4 Surface water  
 

2.4.1 Cumbria Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment (PFRA) 

A Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment was prepared by CCC in 2011 to deliver the 
requirements of the Flood Risk Regulations (2009).  These Regulations established four 
stages of a flood risk management cycle, scheduled for completion in June 2015. The PFRA is 
the first stage. The aim of this Regulation is to manage both the likelihood and the 
consequence of flooding. The PFRA process was aimed at providing a high level overview of 
flood risk from local flood sources, including surface water, groundwater, ordinary 
watercourses and canals.  The methodology for producing the PFRA was based on the EA’s 
Final PFRA Guidance and DEFRA's Guidance on selecting Flood Risk Areas, both published in 
December 2010. The EA used a national methodology, which has been set out by DEFRA, to 
identify indicative Flood Risk Areas across England.  Of the ten indicative Flood Risk Areas 
that were identified nationally, none were located in Cumbria.    
 
No Flood Risk Areas were identified in Cumbria through the PFRA process.  Based on 
information supplied by the EA, the largest flood risk 'cluster' is Kendal with approximately 
1973 people estimated to be at risk from surface water flooding during a 1 in 200 rainfall 
event.  This falls some way below the 'significant' threshold of 30,000 people at risk 
determined nationally. 
 
The PFRA found that surface water flooding is estimated to affect 23,500 properties in 
Cumbria.  It has provided a sound platform from which to develop Cumbria’s LFRMS, 
particularly when combined with the findings of the Surface Water Management Plan. 

 

http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/research/planning/105014.aspx
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2.4.2 Cumbria Surface Water Management Plan (SWMP) 

Following a successful bid to the DEFRA Early Action Fund, CCC was given funding to develop 
a SWMP in 2010. The SWMP was designed to identify which parts of the county are at 
greatest risk of flooding from surface water and to establish a strategy to best manage those 
risks. The procedures followed were guided by the SWMP Technical Guidance (DEFRA, 
March 2010).  Produced by consultants the Cumbria SWMP took over 18 months to deliver. 
 
A SWMP study was undertaken in consultation with key local partners who are responsible 
for surface water management and drainage in their area.  Partners worked together to 
understand the causes and effects of surface water flooding and agree the most cost 
effective way of managing surface water flood risk in the long term.  A Steering Group was 
assembled to assist in governing the project, incorporating the six local authorities in 
Cumbria, two National Park Authorities, UU and the EA.  
 
The Steering Group was consulted during all major stages of the plan preparation. Steering 
Group meetings have also taken place at key stages of the plan development. This allowed 
members to influence the direction of the study and to highlight flood risk locations in their 
local authority areas.  The Steering Group agreed to the proposed action listed in the 
Cumbria SWMP Action Plan which has been incorporated into this LFRMS. Each action has 
been allocated a lead organisation along with partner organisations. 

 

2.5 Groundwater  
Groundwater flooding occurs from high groundwater levels or from water flowing from 
springs. This usually occurs after long periods of sustained high rainfall, and the most 
vulnerable areas are often low-lying where the water table is more likely to be at a shallow 
depth.  
 
Groundwater flooding is very complex and is poorly understood. It is very difficult to assess 
the location, likelihood and volume of groundwater flooding. Consequently it is difficult to 
quantify the risk of groundwater flooding to Cumbria. 
 
There are records of groundwater flooding to basements of properties along Lound Road 
and Aynam Road in Kendal. These are in close proximity to the River Kent and the 
groundwater flooding tends to happen when river levels are high. This suggests an 
interconnection with high water levels in the main river, possibly through the permeable 
gravel deposits on the valley floor. Ground water flooding has also been recorded along 
Windermere Road, Grange-Over-Sands, again often associated with high water levels in local 
watercourses. The geology in this area is limestone. High groundwater levels do not persist 
and tend to drop fairly quickly after a rainfall event. Flooding problems in Grange-over -
Sands are also compounded by ’tide locking’, as flapped outfalls to the sea become 
submerged by tidal waters. 
 
The EA has provided LLFAs with maps showing areas susceptible to groundwater flooding. 
The mapping provided is at a strategic scale showing groundwater flooding areas on a 1km 
grid square. The data was produced by the EA to allow LLFA s to determine whether there 
may be a risk of flooding from groundwater. It is also provided so that LLFA s can obtain a 
broad feel for the wider areas which might be at risk from ground water flooding. The vast 
majority of the county is shown as being vulnerable to ground water flooding. Despite the 
complex underlying geology of Cumbria it is the superficial deposits formed during glaciation 
that make flooding from groundwater a potential risk across the county. 
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This strategy will seek to improve our understanding of the influences on this form of 
flooding and the means by which it can be identified.  Flood events linked to groundwater 
levels will be monitored to identify vulnerable areas, promoting resistance and resilience 
measures.  

 

2.6 Ordinary watercourses  
Ordinary watercourses are small watercourses that are not designated as main rivers. The 
powers to manage ordinary watercourses lie jointly with district or borough councils. 
Enforcement powers for ordinary watercourses lie with the LLFA. Ordinary watercourses 
flood in a similar fashion to main rivers, but because these watercourses are smaller the 
flooding is more localised. 
 
This local strategy will identify ordinary watercourse flood risk in Cumbria requiring 
investigation and how this will be prioritised. 

 

2.7 Sewer flooding 
Sewer flooding is caused when the volume of surface water entering the sewer network 
exceeds its capacity during or after heavy rainfall. This type of flooding is particularly severe 
when a combined sewer (a sewer that carries both surface water and foul water) floods as it 
causes effluent to be discharged that can have health and environmental consequences. 
Sewer flooding in Cumbria is the responsibility of United Utilities (UU). They have statutory 
responsibilities to address internal flooding to properties and this is monitored by Ofwat. 
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3.0 Flood risk management roles in Cumbria. 
 

3.1  What are risk management authorities (RMAs)? 
The management of flood risk is shared by many different risk management authorities 
(RMAs) in Cumbria, each with different responsibilities, powers and duties. To adequately 
address the issues of flood risk management in times of austerity and climate change, it is 
essential that these work together, coordinating activities and sharing resources. 
 
This section explains who the main RMAs are in Cumbria are and summarises the functions 
they may exercise.  See Table 1.  It also gives an overview of partnership working of the 
RMAs.  Definition as a RMA under the Act allows these authorities the opportunity to bid for 
flood defence grant in aid (FDGiA) funding and, if successful, to undertake the works. These 
authorities are required to act in accordance with this local strategy when undertaking 
activities that affect local flood risk management and the National Strategy when 
undertaking activities that affect all forms of flooding. 

 

3.2   RMAs in Cumbria and their flood risk management roles  
Section 6, Cl. 13 of the FWMA states (text from the Act is provided in italics): - 
 
’Risk management authority’ means—  
(a) the Environment Agency,  

 
In April 2008 the EA took on the strategic overview role for the coast in England, giving EA an 
overarching role in the management of our coastline. The Agency is responsible for the 
prioritisation, funding and provision of sea flooding and coastal protection works and flood 
alleviation schemes on main rivers.  It manages the assets in these areas that reduce the risk 
of flooding. Its functions include promoting flood defence schemes, and it will work with 
LLFAs and local communities to develop schemes which respond to local priorities. 
The EA provides flood warnings and responds to flood incidents for river and coastal 
flooding. It is also a statutory consultee for flood risk matters in planning applications and is 
the regulatory authority for reservoirs. 

 
(b) a lead local flood authority,  
In Cumbria, this is Cumbria County Council. 

 
The FWMA gives LLFAs powers and duties for the strategic overview of local flooding and for 
some flood-risk management functions. These include: 

 duty to investigate flooding 

 duty to maintain a register of structures and features which have an impact on flood 
risk 

 powers to regulate ordinary watercourses 

 role to promote sustainable drainage. 
A full summary of the duties and powers afforded to LLFAs under the Act is provided in 
Appendix 3.  How these powers and duties are exercised, and other functions we consider 
important to deliver our role as LLFA, is set out in Section 5. 
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LLFAs are responsible for the prioritisation, funding and provision of local flood alleviation 
schemes based on risk. They will go through the Regional Flood and Coastal Committee 
(RFCC – see Section 3.3.6) funding approval process. The Act does not provide CCC, or the 
other RMAs, with the mandate or funding to tackle all identified causes of flooding. 
 
CCC is a Category 1 Responder under the Civil Contingencies Act 2004 and is responsible for 
the preparation of contingency plans that detail how all emergency responders will respond 
to a disaster or major incident in Cumbria, including flooding. As part of this role, CCC 
coordinates the preparation of multi-agency flood plans for each district and borough in the 
county and provides details of how to manage flooding incidents. 
 
CCC is the planning authority for minerals and waste and for schools, roads, libraries and 
other developments promoted by the Council.  CCC has a duty to ensure that flood risk is 
taken into account in the planning of such developments.  

 
(c) a district council for an area for which there is no unitary authority,  

 
District and borough councils have local planning authority (LPA) responsibilities. They have 
powers to adopt and maintain ordinary watercourses within their district.  Where they exist 
within a LLFA area, district councils retain responsibilities for delivery of flood risk 
management on ordinary watercourses through permissive powers. 

 
If they have a coastline, districts may also have responsibility for managing the risk of coastal 
erosion. As a coastal authority they have a responsibility for planning coastal erosion risk 
management schemes, and contributing to shoreline management plans. Local authorities 
remain the lead for coastal erosion but EA will oversee it.  

 
In Cumbria there are 6 second tier/district councils: - 

 Allerdale Borough Council; 

 Barrow Borough Council; 

 Carlisle City Council; 

 Copeland Borough Council; 

 Eden District Council; 

 South Lakeland District Council 
 

There are no unitary authorities in Cumbria. 
 

(d) an internal drainage board,  
 
There are no internal drainage boards in Cumbria.  However there are moves to form boards 
in two areas in Cumbria:  Lyth Valley in the south and Waver Wampool in the north-west 
area of the county.  Negotiations are at an early stage. 

 
(e) a water company  
 
Sewerage Undertakers are responsible for the public sewer system and as such are 
responsible for managing the risks of flooding from surface water, foul or combined sewer 
systems. 
In Cumbria, the RMA is United Utilities. 
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(f) a highway authority.  
 
In Cumbria this is: - 

 The Highways Agency  for trunk roads and motorways; 

 CCC for all other highways, with the exception of those roads maintained under 
licence by Connect Roads. 

All of the above have lead responsibility for providing and managing public highways, 
including drainage under the Section 1 of the Highways Act 1980. 

 
 

     
 

  
    

  
    

 
 

 
   

 
    

 

 
   

 
 

 
 

  
  

 
 

 
   

  
    

 Table 1.  The role and functions of the RMAs in Cumbria 

Table 1 above shows which RMAs have the ‘permissive powers’ to do something about 
flooding from a particular source. Permissive power is not a responsibility to ‘do’ something.  
It must be economically sound and affordable.   

 

3.3 Governance and partnership arrangements 
Flood risk management and governance has changed markedly as a result of the FWMA.  
The formation of LLFA s introduced unitary authorities and county councils into the 
established framework for flood risk management across England. The remit for the LLFAs 
has been clearly established, but it does require them to incorporate themselves into 
existing and new partnerships in order to contribute to the successful management of flood 
risk from all sources. These partnership arrangements need to operate internally and 
externally.  Input is required across technical and policy functions and can extend to 
emergency response and resilience. Cumbria has well established partnerships between 
existing flood risk management authorities and the County Council has taken the lead in 
these partnerships, working very closely and successfully with the EA. The Pitt Review (many 
of the recommendations of which were incorporated into the FWMA) made it clear that 
success in reducing the likelihood and impact of future floods will depend on greater 
coordination and cooperation between local partners.  The governance structure and how 
this works with other regional flood risk management working groups is shown in Fig. 5 
below. 
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Figure 5.  Cumbria LLFA governance 

3.3.1  LLFA Steering Group 

The purpose of this group is to develop a professional partnership that provides strategic 
leadership for flood risk management across Cumbria. 
Its role is to: - 
• Identify and agree strategic objectives in relation to the Flood Risk Regulations 2009 

and the FWMA 
• Set strategic priorities for flood risk management work programmes across Cumbria 

and its neighbouring authorities. 
• Ensure an effective multi-agency approach to flood risk management, which enables 

the safe and effective sharing of data, information and resources 
• Review skills and develop options to build technical capacity, including advice to 

Elected Members on succession planning and future resource needs 
• Act as link to local authority decision making processes and other key groups such as 

the North West RFCC, neighbouring LLFAs, Scottish Environmental Protection Agency 
(SEPA), and the Cumbria Resilience Forum (CRF). 

• Represent Cumbria’s interests on the North West RFCC. 
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3.3.2 LLFA Working Group 

This group is guided by and reports to the LLFA Steering Group and also serves as the 
professional, multi-agency partnership overseeing the operational delivery of flood risk 
management across Cumbria. 
Its role is to: - 
• Interpret the requirements of flood risk legislation and guidance and to develop 

work programmes based on the latest assessment and understanding of flood risk. 
• Lead on the development of data sharing arrangements to enable the safe and 

effective pooling of information and to use this as an evidence base to inform 
decision making and investment planning. 

• Identify opportunities to align partner work programmes, so that investment can be 
maximised to improve collective understanding and management of flood risk. 

• Provide a holistic approach to flood risk management, by ensuring that 
interrelationships between different sources of flooding are understood and used to 
inform a comprehensive local flood risk management strategy. 

 
The group also prepares reports for the LLFA Steering Group which provide: - 
• assurances that liaison is working and that partners are fulfilling commitments; 
• progress towards achieving strategic objectives 
• updates on the Group's work programmes and key issues for review and 

endorsement 
• recommendations for action 
• requests for support on sticking points, support from other partners or obtaining 

resources to invest in improvements. 
 

Group Name Group membership 

 
 
 
LLFA Steering Group 

Chair 

Rep from LFRM Co-ordinating Group 

Invited members as required 

EA 

UU 

District Drainage Representative 

EPU 

 
 
 
LLFA Working Group 

Chair 

LFRM Co-ordinating team 

Invited members as required 

EA 

UU 

MsFW representatives 

EPU 

Table 2.  Membership of Cumbria flood risk management groups 

3.3.3 Making Space for Water Groups (MSfWGs) 

Each of the six district areas within Cumbria has a Making Space for Water Group (MSfWG).  
These are led by a representative from the LLFA and membership is made up of officers 
from: - 

 EA 

 District/Borough Council 

 County Highways and partners 

 UU 

 Major infrastructure providers – i.e. Highways Agency; design, build, fund and 
operate (DBFO) contractors 
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The groups are guided as appropriate by the LLFA Working Group and meet quarterly in each 
district with the purpose of working in partnership, in order to: - 

 

 provide accurate assessments of the risk, nature and scale of local flooding  

 identify and bring forward solutions to reduce the risk of flooding from local sources 

 record, investigate and mitigate the effects of flooding incidents (hotspots) 
 
Their role is to: 
• Seek and create opportunities for more effective integrated water management, as 

directed by the LLFA Working Group, in line with the national and local flood risk 
management strategies prepared by the EA and LLFA s respectively. 

• Ensure good communication, knowledge sharing, problem solving and operational 
working between organisations 

• Create a common understanding of the roles, responsibilities and limitations of 
organisations  

• Review and respond appropriately to the UK  MSfWG strategy  
• Review and respond appropriately to the EU Water Framework Directive 2000 
• Review and respond appropriately to the development and implementation of 

strategic flood management plans (CFMPs, SMPs and SFRAs) 
 
Each MSfWG also prepares reports for the LLFA Working Group, which provide: - 

 assurances that liaison is working and that partners are fulfilling commitments; 

 recommendations for action 

 requests for support on sticking points, support from other partners, or resources to 
invest in improvements. 

 

3.3.4 Flood and Community Action Groups  

There are over 30 flood action groups (FAGs), initially set up by the EA, focused on fluvial 
flooding and some 4 or 5 community action groups (CAGs) that have formed because of risks 
other than flooding affecting communities.  They are led by individuals from the affected 
communities and they are often supported by county councillors, town councils and parish 
councils.  MSfWGs have formed links to the groups to facilitate collaboration at a local level. 

 

3.3.5 Cumbria Resilience Forum Flood Planning Standing Sub-Group 

The Cumbria Resilience Forum (CRF) was set up following The Civil Contingencies Act 2004, 
which established a clear set of roles and responsibilities for those involved in emergency 
preparation and response at the local level. The resilience forum has a Flooding Sub-Group 
that meets regularly to discuss significant flooding issues and how to respond to them. The 
membership of the Flooding Sub-Group includes the following organisations: - 
• EA 
• Local Authority engineers 
• CCC 
• Cumbria Highways 
• UU 
• Cumbria Constabulary 
• Cumbria Fire and Rescue 
• North West Ambulance Service 
• RAF 
• Network Rail 
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• Met Office 
Cumbria LLFA contributes to the group by reporting MSfWG activities, including what the 
FDGiA bids put forward as flood defence schemes in Cumbria. The meetings involve 
discussing new advances in flood response, forecasting and risk assessment. This sub-group 
will be consulted on actions within this strategy proposed to reduce the risk of flooding and 
the possible need for an emergency response. The Sub-Group meets 3 times a year and has 
ownership of a Multi-Agency Flood Plan. 

 

3.3.6 North West Regional Flood and Coastal Committee 

This committee approves the work of the EA and the LLFA in the north-west region. It is also 
a forum to share the work and progress of the EA in the region with local partners and to 
ensure that partnership work is happening with the LLFA, districts and communities. All 
LLFAs in the region have representation on the committee. 
 
The North West RFCC covers Cumbria, Lancashire, Greater Manchester, Merseyside and 
Cheshire. CCC has one member on the Regional Flood and Coastal Committee from a total 
membership of 10. There are also eight technical appointees on the committee, who do not 
have voting rights.  The Cumbria LLFA representative is Cllr. Keith Little who is also on the 
Finance Sub-Group of the North West RFCC.  Cllr. Little also sits on the LLFA Steering Group. 
The RFCC is responsible for administering the flood defence capital programme in the North 
West funded by DEFRA.  This includes expenditure (capital) and funding for the EA, LLFAs 
and coastal authorities for new or improved defences and major refurbishment, as well as 
other expenditure (revenue) on assets, plant and equipment related to managing flood and 
coastal erosion risks. 
 
The Committee is also responsible for administering the local levy, which is a fund paid into 
by each authority in the region according to the number of Band D properties in the 
authority. The local levy is described in Section 6.2.3 
 

3.3.7 Northern Coastal Sub-Group 

Alongside the RFCC, sits the North West England and North Wales Coastal Group.  It meets 
twice a year and is attended by the RFCC Chair.  It has two sub-groups: the Northern Sub-
Group covering the Ribble Estuary to the Solway Firth, and the Liverpool Bay Sub-Group 
covering the Ribble Estuary to Great Orme.   
 
As Cumbria LLFA and with district authorities carrying coastal responsibilities, CCC attends 
the Northern Coastal Sub-Group, which meets 3 times a year.  The group brings together 
coastal managers and planners from coastal local authorities, the EA and other maritime 
operating organisations to deliver co-ordinated strategic management of the shoreline 
between the Ribble Estuary and the Solway Firth. The North West England and North Wales 
Coastal Group co-ordinates the preparation of the SMPs for this stretch of coast.  SMP 2 
looks at the policy agreed with all for: -  
• ’Defend the Line’; or 
• no active intervention or 
• managed realignment 
 
For each section of the coast throughout Cumbria, policy covers 0-20 year, 20-50 year and 
50-100 year timeframes. 
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4.0 Objectives of managing local flood risk 
 
Local flooding risks in Cumbria are significant. Many are not well understood and 
responsibilities for managing them are spread across a number of risk management 
authorities. It is important to have clear objectives to manage local flooding in order that the 
risks can be understood. They can be managed in a coordinated way, if it is clear who is 
responsible. This will ensure that the available resources are directed towards the most 
effective solutions to reduce flood risk. 

 
This section sets out the local flood risk management objectives and explains the supporting 
principles from the relevant documents that helped to shape them.   

 
The following LFRMS objectives have been developed to be consistent with the National 
Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management Strategy and CCC’s Plan, as discussed in Section 
4.2, and to address the needs of local flood risk in Cumbria. 
 
Proposed actions that emerge from these objectives are set out in Section 5. All RMAs are 
required by the FWMA to work together to help to deliver these shared objectives. Proposed 
actions that emerge from these objectives are set out in Section 5. 

 

4.1 The Objectives  
The ’objectives’ of this strategy form the policies for the LLFA in Cumbria. 

 

4.1.1 Policy Objective 1 (P1).  Reduction in flood risk to the people of Cumbria. 

Flooding causes social, economic and environmental devastation. The central objective of 
flood risk management should be to reduce the risk of flooding wherever possible. 
This does not always mean constructing formal flood defence schemes. Maintenance of 
existing assets can be a very cost effective and sustainable way to manage flood risk. 
Improvement works can include small interventions which result in a significant reduction in 
the likelihood or consequences of a flood, but may not remove the risk altogether. 
The coordination of maintenance and flood risk management activities between risk 
management authorities within a catchment is important in ensuring that flood risk is being 
managed in a holistic and cost-effective way. 
 
Flood risk management should focus on the highest risk areas, be proportionate, cost-
effective, sensitive of the needs of the local community and seek multiple benefits. Local 
communities should be involved in the development of flood mitigation actions and 
encouraged to help fund them. 

 
4.1.2 Policy Objective 2 (P2).  Increased knowledge and awareness of the factors 

affecting flood risk across Cumbria. 
For effective flood risk management, local flooding information needs to be researched and 
collated.  RMAs can then use this developing resource to prioritise areas and investigate 
solutions to manage flood risk. 
 
The information currently available about local flooding is inconsistent, unavailable or 
unreliable. Availability of data on historic local flooding is patchy in some parts of the county.  
It reflects the emphasis made on the more life threatening flood risk from rivers and the sea 
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that have been the focus of flood risk management in the past two decades and of the 
fragmented responsibilities for local flooding amongst several risk management authorities. 
To facilitate robust planning for local flood risks and allocate flood risk management 
resources effectively, better data needs to be gathered about the history of flooding and the 
predicted risks that is consistent, reliable and available to all risk management authorities. 

 

4.1.3 Policy Objective 3 (P3).  Ensure that flood risk management is integrated within 

the planning process in Cumbria  

The best way to prevent flood risk from increasing is to avoid development in areas of 
existing flood risk where possible and to manage runoff sustainably. 
 
Development in areas at risk of flooding cannot always be avoided, especially as many urban 
areas in Cumbria are at risk of flooding and it is appropriate to develop and regenerate these 
areas. Such development should be justified and sensitive to the risk of flooding as required 
by planning policy. 
 
Sustainable development helps to provide homes and communities that are pleasant places 
to live and work where flood risk is well managed and enhance the surrounding communities 
and environments. 

 

4.1.4 Policy Objective 4 (P4).  Facilitate close partnership working between all risk 

management authorities  

Much has been achieved in formalising partnership working arrangements between RMAs in 
Cumbria since CCC became a LLFA under the FWMA.  MSfWGs were already exemplar 
working groups and their status has been enhanced by the role they now play in the Cumbria 
LLFA governance arrangements described earlier in this Strategy.  Partnership working is 
central to these arrangements; this is known as the Cumbria Flood Risk Partnership to the 
RFCC.  The EA provides considerable support to the LLFA to carry out its strategic overview 
of local flood risk in Cumbria.  The two bodies continue to work closely to further develop 
the opportunities for partnership working between RMAs.  

 

4.1.5 Policy Objective 5 (P5).  Improve Community Resilience through awareness of 

flood risk.   

A key principle running throughout the Pitt Review was the need for better communication 
with the public.  This was a fundamental reason for recommending the establishment of a 
single body (the LLFA) with responsibility for co-ordination and leadership at a local level, 
and for a single body with oversight nationally (the EA).  However, the consistent message 
emerging from the Pitt Review and from Government since 2007 is that better co-ordination 
and leadership by the public sector must be accompanied by greater public resilience and 
participation in identifying and managing flood risk for themselves. 
 
There are already over 30 FAGs across Cumbria.  Many of these have already achieved 
varying levels of democratic structure and accountability. CCC and the EA will promote the 
formation and development of these groups whilst encouraging clear Terms of Reference 
and financial independence.  FAGs can be sub-groups of Community Action Groups working 
with Parish and Town Councils, Residents Associations, Neighbourhood Forums or may 
evolve simply from collective community action. These groups are important to LLFA as they 
are autonomous groups representing communities affected by flooding.  They present an 
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effective mechanism for CCC and other RMAs to communicate with communities at risk of 
flooding.   
 
There is a need to promote two-way dialogue between the LLFA and the FAG community  to 
achieve progress in the following areas to reduce flood risk: - 

 Flood investigation information; 

 Local knowledge on how flooding occurs, where and how often 

 Community involvement on what flood defence and protection measures are viable; 

 Raising community funding to contribute to the cost of those flood defence and 
protection measures 

 Advice on how individuals can protect themselves from flooding; 

 Development of a community resilience plan. 
 
This policy seeks to establish communities in action as a major contributor to flood risk 
management across Cumbria. 

 

4.2 Supporting documents 
The following documents set out guiding principles that have been used to develop the 
objectives for this strategy and determine how they will be delivered. 

 

4.2.1 Cumbria County Council Plan 2011-2014 

The Key Priorities of the Plan are: - 
 

’Challenge poverty in all its forms’ 
Disadvantaged people are frequently those who are unable to afford flood insurance for 
their property.  A flooded home is a devastating experience for the people living there.  No 
financial resources to recover from the event can mean considerable hardship. Reducing 
flood risk and prioritising flood management in disadvantaged areas will make a significant 
contribution to reducing poverty levels in Cumbria.  

 
’Ensure that the most vulnerable people in our communities receive the support they 
need’  
Flooding affects the citizens of Cumbria, who can often feel powerless to prevent it. 
Providing clear flood risk information and identifying the bodies responsible for flood risk 
management are the first steps towards enabling self-help to protect people from flooding. 
RMAs can help citizens to understand what is happening in their community to manage 
flooding and how to identify who can help them tackle flooding issues.  Engaging widely with 
communities at risk will give them the opportunity to contribute to flood risk management 
schemes and allow them to have a say in how they are undertaken. 

 
’Improve the chances in life of the most disadvantaged in Cumbria’ 
Flooding causes disadvantage and disproportionately affects disadvantaged areas. Reducing 
flood risk and prioritising flood management in disadvantaged areas, will help people living 
there to feel positive and safe about their communities and futures. 
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4.2.2 National Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management Strategy. 

The EA Strategy sets out six guiding principles which have been applied in formulating the 
LFRMS to ensure consistency. They provide guidance on how flood risk management should 
be delivered to ensure that all aspects of schemes are considered. As such they influence the 
objectives and also how they will be delivered. 

 
The six guiding principles are: 

 
Community focus and partnership working 
Risk management authorities need to engage with communities to help them understand 
the risks, and encourage them to have direct involvement in decision-making and risk 
management actions. Working in partnership to develop and implement local strategies will 
enable better sharing of information and expertise, and the identification of efficiencies in 
managing risk. 

 
A catchment and coastal ‘cell’ based approach 
In understanding and managing risk, it is essential to consider the impacts on other parts of 
the catchment or coast. Activities must seek to avoid passing risk on to others within the 
catchment or along the coast without prior agreement. 

 
Sustainability 
We should aim to support communities by managing risks in ways that take account of all 
impacts of flooding (for instance on people, properties, cultural heritage, infrastructure and 
the local economy) and the whole-life cost of investment in risk management. Where 
possible, opportunities should be taken to enhance the environment and work with natural 
processes. Risk management measures should also be forward looking, taking account of 
potential risks that may arise in the future and being adaptable to climate change. 
Government guidance has been developed to set out the link between sustainable 
development and risk management to support the implementation of the strategy, which 
can be found here:  
www.defra.gov.uk/publications/files/pb13640-sdg-guidance.pdf 

 
Proportionate, risk-based approaches 
It is not technically, economically or environmentally feasible to prevent all flooding and 
coastal erosion altogether. A risk-based management approach targets resources to those 
areas where they have greatest effect. All aspects of risk management, including the 
preparation and implementation of local strategies, should be carried out in a proportionate 
way that reflects the size and complexity of risk. The assessment of risk should identify 
where the highest risks are and therefore the priorities for taking action. 

 
Multiple benefits 
As well as reducing the risks to people and property, flood risk management can bring 
significant economic, environmental and social benefits. In developing and implementing 
flood risk management plans, we should help deliver broader benefits by working with 
natural processes where possible and seeking to provide environmental benefit as required 
by the Habitats, Birds and Water Framework Directive. Measures such as the use of 
Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDs) to manage risk should be considered as they can also 
deliver benefits for amenity, recreation, pollution reduction and water quality. 

 
  

http://www.defra.gov.uk/publications/files/pb13640-sdg-guidance.pdf
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Beneficiaries should be allowed and encouraged to invest in local risk management 
The benefits achieved when flood and coastal erosion risks are managed can be both 
localised and private, through the protection of specific individuals, communities and 
businesses. In developing flood risk management plans, opportunities to seek alternative 
sources of funding, rather than relying on Government funds, should be considered. This will 
enable more risk management activity to take place overall. 
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5. Measures supporting the Cumbria Local Flood Risk Management 

Strategy 
 
This section sets out how CCC will exercise the powers and duties that we have as a LLFA 
under the FWMA and how we will undertake risk management activities that will help to 
deliver the objectives of this strategy and perform the role of providing a strategic overview 
of local flooding.  The Section is in 4 parts: - 

 The measures we will deliver to fulfil our duties under the FWMA.  A summary of 
LLFA duties under the Act is provided in Appendix 3. 

 The development our SWMP, how it assessed flood risk in detail across Cumbria and 
the Action Plan it produced. 

 Impacts of climate change. 

 Partnership working. 
 

5.1   LLFA Duties under the Act (text from the Act is provided in italics). 
 

5.1.1 s.19 Flood investigations 

This LLFA duty serves Policy Objectives P1, P2, P4 and P5. 
 
S19 Local authorities: investigations   
(1) On becoming aware of a flood in its area, a lead local flood authority must, to the extent 
that it considers it necessary or appropriate, investigate—  
(a) which risk management authorities have relevant flood risk management functions, and  
(b) whether each of those risk management authorities has exercised, or is proposing to 
exercise, those functions in response to the flood.  
(2) Where an authority carries out an investigation under subsection (1) it must —  
(a) publish the results of its investigation, and  
(b) notify any relevant risk management authorities.   
 
This section of the Act leaves the determination of the ’extent’ of flood investigation to the 
LLFA.  It is not practical or realistic for CCC to carry out a detailed investigation into every 
flood incident that occurs in the county, but every incident with basic details will be 
recorded by the LLFA and the results of these investigations will be published. 
 
A detailed investigation will be carried out and a report prepared and published by the LLFA 
when the flooding impacts meet the following criteria: - 

  Where there is ambiguity surrounding the source or responsibility of flood incident 

  Internal flooding of one property that has been experienced on more than one 
occasion 

  Internal flooding of five properties has been experienced during one single flood 
incident 

 There is a risk to life as a result of flooding 
Note: ’Internal flooding’ is defined as ‘flooding in the habitable parts of a  
building’. 
 
Initial investigation of any flood incident will be carried out by local RMAs closest to the 
event with a record made by the LLFA. 
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Reporting on flood incidents associated with main rivers and the coast will remain with the 
EA.  Every flood incident will be discussed at MSfWG quarterly. 

 
Draft flood investigation reports produced by the LLFA and the EA will also be discussed at 
MSfWG meetings. 
 
Residents affected by flooding will be consulted on draft flood investigation reports 
produced by the LLFA.  When flooding of less than 4 properties occurs, a short report will be 
prepared and the residents will be consulted on its contents. When flooding of more than 4 
properties is involved, a large report will be prepared and a community meeting will be held 
known as a Flood Forum.  17 such forums were held throughout 2013 following the flooding 
in 2012. Once reports have been published, actions will be followed through to their 
conclusion by each MSfWG, as part of work in progress. 

 

5.1.2   Recording, registering and designating structures and features that have a 

significant impact on flood risk 

This LLFA duty serves Policy Objectives P1, P2, P4 and P5. 
 
Registration 
Cumbria LLFA has a duty to maintain a register of features and structures that in the opinion 
of the authority are likely to have a ’significant’ effect on a local flood risk in its area; s.21 of 
the FWMA.  The register must be available to the public at reasonable times. The purpose of 
the register is to allow for quicker identification of the responsible authority in incidences of 
flooding and to identify who is responsible for maintenance of assets. The sorts of structures 
and features that are likely to be included in the register include trash screens, weirs, sluice 
gates, manmade watercourses etc., which if they were to fail might cause flooding. 
 
Designation 
Under Schedule 1 of the Act, RMAs have the power to designate third party structures and 
features that in the opinion of the authority perform a flood defence role. Once designated 
these structures and features cannot be altered or removed without the permission of the 
designating authority. The owners of the structure or feature will be notified that it has been 
designated and will have the right to appeal. The designated features will also be listed on 
the register. 

 

5.1.3 Consenting works on ordinary watercourses 

This LLFA duty serves Policy Objectives P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5. 
 
Section 32 of the FWMA amends Section 23 of the Land Drainage Act 1991 as follows: - 
32 (1) Section 23 (prohibitions on obstructions) is amended as follows. 
(2) For subsection (1)(b) substitute— 
“(b) erect a culvert in an ordinary watercourse, or  
(c) alter a culvert in a manner that would be likely to affect the flow of an ordinary 
watercourse”.  

 
The Act has transferred existing powers to regulate the proper function of ordinary 
watercourses to the LLFA. These powers consist of two parts: 

 The power to give consent for structures in the watercourse and changes to the 
alignment of the watercourse. 
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 The enforcement obligations to maintain flow in a watercourse and repair 
watercourses, bridges and other structures in a watercourse. 

 
The EA  carry out similar powers for main rivers and was responsible for consenting works on 
ordinary watercourses prior to the LLFA.  Consenting started in April 2012 for Cumbria LLFA.  
59 ordinary watercourse flood defence consents were provided by the LLFA in 2012 and 129 
in 2013. 
 
Under Schedule 2 of the Act, enforcement powers have been transferred from local 
authorities to the LLFA.  These are permissive powers, not duties, CCC can choose to 
exercise.   
 
As the authority for consenting works on ordinary watercourses, CCC must have due regard 
to the environmental impacts of the works.  Each consent application is considered in the 
context of a wide range of environmental legislation, such as the Salmon and Freshwater 
Fisheries Act 1975 and the Habitats Regulations 1981 and the Water Framework Directive 
2000.  Potential impacts of works on designated wildlife sites such as Sites of Special 
Scientific Interest (SSSI) and Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) are examined, involving 
consultation with Natural England. There is a statutory 2 month consideration period for all 
Ordinary Watercourse Flood Defence Consent applications administered by the LLFA to 
allow for examination and consultation. 
 
Any works in an ordinary watercourse that are likely to have any impact on flood risk require 
consent from the LLFA.  Individuals or organisations intending to carry out such works should 
contact the LLFA LFRM team on: 
Tel.  01228 221330 
E: lfrm.consent@cumbria.gov.uk 

 

5.1.4 Drainage approval and adoption of SuDS 

This LLFA duty serves Policy Objectives P1, P2, P3 and P5. 
 
The Act proposes to give the responsibility for Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) approval 
and maintenance to LLFAs.  All new drainage will be required to meet certain national 
standards before the LLFA approves/adopts the system. In exercising these duties, LLFAs will 
be known as the SuDS Approving Body (SAB). 
 
SuDS are a means of managing surface water runoff, using and mimicking natural processes, 
so that the volume and flow rate of water from developments is similar to natural land. SuDS 
can have a significant role in preventing or mitigating local flooding by managing the amount 
of surface water runoff. Additionally, they can provide water quality improvements, open 
space, public amenity and wildlife habitat benefits.   
 
The Pitt Review into the summer 2007 floods proposed that the Government find a way to 
increase the use of SuDS, as this key tool in managing local flooding was not being used as 
widely as it could. The lack of defined responsibility for the adoption of SuDS was identified 
as a barrier to their development and implementation. 
 
As of February 2014, the relevant parts of the Act have not yet been implemented and a 
commencement date has yet to be announced. The Government has consulted on the 
national standards and the secondary legislation that is required for Approving Bodies to 

mailto:lfrm.consent@cumbria.gov.uk
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exercise their duties.  Thus it is not yet fully clear how Cumbria LLFA will deliver this role, but 
CCC is adapting and organising its LFRM resources in preparation for the anticipated duties. 
In the interim CCC’s position on SuDS is as follows: 

 Cumbria LLFA will prepare for its role as the SAB for Cumbria by developing  
protocols for the approval and adoption processes anticipated once its SAB role 
commences; 

 Cumbria LLFA will publish local guidance on SuDS requirements. A design guidance 
manual is being drafted which includes proposed SuDS design guidance approval and 
adoption processes;  

 Cumbria LLFA will actively promote SuDS principles for new developments to reduce 
flood events in the locality. 

5.1.5 Scrutiny 

This LLFA duty serves Policy Objectives P2, P3, P4 and P5. 
 
The Act requires LLFAs to ensure that adequate scrutiny arrangements are put in place 
(Schedule 2, s.54).  The arrangements required under section 21(2) of the Local Government 
Act 2000 include arrangements to review and scrutinize how RMAs exercise flood risk 
management functions or coastal erosion risk management functions which may affect the 
local authority’s area.  A RMA must comply with a request made by an overview and scrutiny 
committee for information and/or a response to a report. 
 
In effect, the intention of the Act is that Local Authority scrutiny should be extended to cover 
the full range of flood risk management activities carried out within the local authority area, 
and it provides scrutiny committees with powers to request information or a response to a 
question, with the further provision that RMAs must have regard to the reports and 
recommendations of the Committee.   
 
A RMA must have regard to reports and recommendations of an overview and scrutiny 
committee in the course of arrangements under subsection (2). 
CCC’s LFRM activities are reviewed quarterly by the Council’s Scrutiny Board.  A Special Task 
Group held a series of meetings in Summer 2013 to examine the delivery of flood 
investigation reports for communities affected by flooding in 2012. 
Quarterly reports on Cumbria LLFA performance of duties under the Act are issued quarterly 
to the Joint Scrutiny Board for Communities and Places and the North West RFCC. 

 

5.2 Cumbria SWMP – risk assessment 
 

This measure serves Policy Objectives P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5. It describes the assessment of 
local flood risk for the purpose of this Strategy as required by Section 9(4)(g) of the Act.   
 
The SWMP was designed to identify which parts of the county are at greatest risk of flooding 
from surface water and to establish a strategy to manage those risks best.  A key output of 
the SWMP was an Action Plan and it has been incorporated into the Action Plan for this 
Strategy as discussed in Section 6. 
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5.2.1 Plan structure 

The Cumbria SWMP has been undertaken in three stages so that the whole of Cumbria can 
be assessed for surface water flood risk before going into more detail  of the locations at 
greatest risk. The following stages have been completed and reports produced. 
 
Phase 1 – Strategic Risk Assessment 
Cumbria SWMP – Phase 1 report, November 2010, JBA Consulting. 
Phase 2 – Intermediate Risk Assessment 
Cumbria SWMP – Phase 2 report, January 2012, JBA Consulting. 
Phase 3 – Options and Action Plans 
Cumbria SWMP – Phase 3 report, July 2012, JBA Consulting. 

 

5.2.2 Phase 1 - Strategic Assessment 

The aim of the Phase 1 study was to assess surface water flood risk across the whole of 
Cumbria in order to identify all potential flood risk locations across this wide area. This was 
necessary due to the size of the area being studied. It would be unpractical and costly to 
assess the whole of Cumbria in detail. There is a lot of historic information and local 
knowledge across Cumbria but it is important to gather information on areas of potential 
risk i.e. locations where an extreme event may not have occurred in recent times.  
 
Phase 1 of the Cumbria SWMP reviewed historic data on flooding from a variety of sources 
and undertook a strategic risk assessment using the national surface water flood maps and 
the National Receptor Dataset (NRD).  NRD contains data on different ‘flood receptors’, 
categorising properties as residential, critical services, (schools, hospitals, emergency 
services, sewage works etc.) and non-residential.  
 
This data was used to create a number of maps showing historic and future surface water 
flood risks across the county. It was also used to identify flood risk locations using a method 
similar to the PFRA Flood Risk Areas. The NRD was used as the basis for this assessment.  
Using a GIS tool, the number of properties and other receptors at risk from the intermediate 
Areas Susceptible to Surface Water Flooding map was assessed. This information was 
summarised in 1km square grids across Cumbria. 

   
The outcome from the Phase 1 analysis placed every 1km cell across Cumbria into one of 4 
categories: 
1 very high risk 
2 high risk 
3 intermediate risk 
4 little/no risk.   
 
It was then possible to highlight locations within larger towns and smaller communities that 
were at risk of surface water flooding. The historic records were used at this strategic level 
to verify the areas highlighted as being at highest risk and also to highlight other areas of 
risk.  
 
46 locations were identified as being at risk of surface water flooding using the historic data 
and the strategic GIS assessment. Each of these locations was reviewed in Phase 2.   
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5.2.3 Phase 2 - Intermediate & Detailed Assessment 

Phase 2 involved reviewing all the locations that were classed as ‘significant’ according to the 
criteria set out in the Phase 1 report. Individual reports were produced for all 46 locations, 
summarising the additional information gathered, including historic flooding incidents, UU 
sewer model information and future development plans. 
 
The outputs from these Phase 2 reviews were submitted to the project partners for 
consultation. Feedback was positive, generally confirming that the review had picked up the 
main surface water flood risk locations, but also providing more detail for some areas of risk.  
At the end of the location reviews, one of three recommendations was made, including: 
1. No further assessment required in the SWMP, continue to monitor on the MSFW list 

if relevant. 
2. Meet with LA and/or UU engineers to confirm the risk. 
3. Undertake a site visit and additional surface water modelling. 
As a result of this assessment and discussions with stakeholders, 16 locations were identified 
where detailed modelling and/or site visits for should be undertaken within Phase 2. 
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Location Detailed 
modelling? 

Site visit? Site visit comment 

Ulverston Yes Yes - North Lonsdale Road/Terrace area and 
Dragley Beck 

- Well Lane/Watery Lane area 

Dalton Yes Yes - Hagg Beck/Goose Green area 
- Hawkswood Terrace 

Barrow Yes Possibly - Not essential, Frederick Street pumping 
station area? 

Whitehaven Yes Yes - A5094 - Bransty Row, Tangier Street, Strand 
Street. 

- Coach Road area 
- Mirehouse area 

Workington Yes No  

Cockermouth Yes Possibly - Gote Road area 
- Main Street and Waterloo Street 
- Highfield Road 

Carlisle Yes Possibly - Unless any critical locations are brought up 
in the subsequent meetings, no visits were 
planned. 

Penrith Yes Possibly - Not essential, Thacka Beck 

Kendal Yes Yes - Park Side Rd area 
- Hawesmead Ave. Flow path starts from gill 

at the top 
- Hallgarth area 

Keswick Yes Yes - Elliot Park 
- Springs Road – Helvellyn Street - Blencathra 

Street leading to Penrith Road 

Dearham Yes Yes - Lonsdale Terrace area 
- Main St area down to Row Beck outfall 

Grasmere Yes Yes - Sewer flooding locations 

Windermere Yes Yes - Sewer flooding locations 

Ambleside Yes Possibly - Not essential. Possibly the Fisher Beck area 

Parton No Yes - The 2 watercourses here, can anything be 
done in the u/s part of the catchment? 

Grange over Sands No Possibly - Not essential. Possibly visit main SW risk 
location 

- EA are looking at Main River flooding here 

Table 3.  The 16 locations for further assessment in Phase 2 of Cumbria SWMP 

The next stage involved meeting each of the local authority engineers and UU operations 
staff to confirm the level of risk and gain a more detailed understanding of the mechanisms 
of risk at the 16 chosen locations. The meetings were also undertaken to help decide 
whether more detailed surface water modelling and site visits were required.  
 
Following these meetings, detailed modelling was recommended for most of the 16 
locations.  
 
The Phase 2 report describes the results of the new surface water modelling and discusses 
the mechanisms of flooding in more detail. Decisions were made on the next steps for each 
of these settlements. For some no further action is required, but they will be monitored into 
the future as part of this LFRMS. For other locations small scale actions are still applicable,  
which should come under the remit of the MSfWG or the LLFA. For some locations a 
settlement specific Drainage Impact Assessment (DIA) was proposed. These studies are 
relevant where there are existing problems with the surface water drainage system and 
significant future development plans that could increase the problems. DIAs should develop 
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a strategic drainage plan for future development which should lead to an overall 
improvement.  
 
Phase 2 also included a review of all the critical services potentially at risk of surface water 
flooding (electricity installations, sewage works, schools, care homes, police stations, fire 
stations, ambulance stations and hospitals). These maps were provided to the relevant 
stakeholders to review and validate the risk. All stakeholders should review these maps to 
confirm the risk and prepare emergency plans where appropriate. This was led through the 
CRF Flood Planning Standing Sub-Group.  

 

5.2.4 Phase 3 - Options and Action Plans 

The locations taken forward to Phase 3 (options appraisal) are listed below. 
• Ulverston  
• Whitehaven 
• Keswick  
• Dearham 
• Windermere  
• Parton  
 
’Wet Areas’ (referred to as Critical Drainage Areas in the SWMP reports) have been 
proposed across Cumbria, using the information gathered in Phases 1 and 2. Drainage in 
these areas has been identified as requiring sensitive consideration in development 
proposals.  This should include identifying a range of drainage improvements required to be 
achieved through partnership working.  Development proposals should be rigorously 
assessed against these requirements on a sequential basis similar to the testing established 
in ’Planning Policy Statement 25 – Development and Flood Risk’.     
 
The Wet Areas include all the locations to be taken forward in Phase 3 of the SWMP and 
specify the areas that the study should focus on. In addition to this, the LPAs should be made 
aware of the Wet Areas and ensure that they are considered in future development 
proposals. This is very applicable for locations like Dearham, where there are critical 
drainage issues and significant future development planned.  
 
The proposed Wet Areas are listed below and shown in Fig. 6.  More details can be found in 
the Flood Risk Management Action Plan in Appendix 4.   
 
• Ulverston  
• Whitehaven (inc. Moresby Parks) 
• Keswick 
• Dearham  
• Windermere 

 Kendal  
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Figure 6.  "Wet Areas" in Cumbria 

Phase 3 includes an initial appraisal of options for six locations across Cumbria. This includes 
an outline review of schemes costs and benefits. Phase 3 also provides more planning 
related information and recommendations for the Wet Areas.  
 
In addition to the more detailed location assessed above, there are other places in Cumbria 
where smaller scale intervention is required. This includes ‘quick wins’ from local flooding 
’hotspots’ lists owned by each MSfWG where a simple low cost solutions can deliver 
significant results. All potential quick win/smaller schemes have been collated and 
summarised in the Cumbria SWMP Action Plan.  This is the principle SWMP output and has 
been used to engage partners and to programme the future local flood risk management 
work for Cumbria. It is presented as a key component of this Strategy in Section 6.   

 

5.3  Impacts of Climate Change 
 

This measure serves Policy Objectives P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5.  It should be considered 
alongside the flood risk assessment measures of the SWMP in Section 5.2 above.   

5.3.1 The Evidence 

There is clear scientific evidence that global climate change is happening now. It cannot be 
ignored. Over the past century around the UK we have seen the sea level rise and more of 
our winter rain falling in intense wet spells. Seasonal rainfall is highly variable. It seems to 
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have decreased in summer and increased in winter, although winter amounts changed little 
in the last 50 years. Some of the changes might reflect natural variation, however the broad 
trends are in line with projections from climate models. Greenhouse gas (GHG) levels in the 
atmosphere are likely to cause higher winter rainfall in future. Past GHG emissions mean 
some climate change is inevitable in the next 20-30 years. Lower emissions could reduce the 
amount of climate change further into the future, but changes are still projected at least as 
far ahead as the 2080s.  
 
We have enough confidence in large scale climate models to say that we must plan for 
change. There is more uncertainty at a local scale but model results can still help us plan to 
adapt. For example we understand rain storms may become more intense, even if we cannot 
be sure about exactly where or when. By the 2080s, the latest UK climate projections 
(UKCP09) are that there could be around three times as many days in winter with heavy 
rainfall (defined as more than 25mm in a day). It is plausible that the amount of rain in 
extreme storms (currently with a 1 in 5 annual chance, or rarer) could increase locally by 
40%. 

 

5.3.2 Key Projections for River Basin Districts in Cumbria  

 
The 3 River Basin Districts covering Cumbria are: -  

 North West  

 Solway Tweed 

 Northumbria 
See Fig. 3. 
 
North West 
If emissions follow a medium level future scenario, UKCP09 projected changes by the 2050s 
relative to the recent past are: 

 Winter precipitation increases of around 14% (very likely to be between 4 and 28%) 

 Precipitation on the wettest day in winter up by around 11% (very unlikely to be 
more than 25%) 

 Relative sea level at Morecambe very likely to be up between 6 and 36cm from 1990 
levels (not including extra potential rises from polar ice sheet loss) 

•  Peak river flows in a typical catchment likely to increase between 11 and 18% 
Increases in rain are projected to be greater near the coast than inland. 

 
Solway Tweed 
If emissions follow a medium future scenario, UKCP09 projected changes by the 2050s 
relative to the recent past are: 

 Winter precipitation increases of around 11-13% (very likely to be between 2 and 
26%) 

 Precipitation on the wettest day in winter up by around 11% (very unlikely to be 
more than 27%) 

 Relative sea level very likely to be up between 4 and 35cm from 1990 levels (not 
including extra potential rises from polar ice sheet loss) 

•  Peak river flows in a typical catchment likely to increase between 9 and 18% 
Increases in rain are projected to be greater near the coast than inland. 
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Northumbria 
 
If emissions follow a medium future scenario, UKCP09 projected changes by the 2050s 
relative to the recent past are 

 Winter precipitation increases of around 10% (very likely to be between 0 and 23%) 

 Precipitation on the wettest day in winter up by around 11% (very unlikely to be 
more than 24%) 

 Relative sea level at Tynemouth very likely to be up between 7 and 38cm from 1990 
levels (not including extra potential rises from polar ice sheet loss) 

•  Peak river flows in a typical catchment likely to increase between 8 and 13% 
Increases in rain are projected to be greater near the coast than inland. 

 
Implications for Flood Risk 
Climate changes can affect local flood risk in several ways. Impacts will depend on local 
conditions and vulnerability. 
 
Wetter winters and more rain falling in wet spells may increase river flooding, especially in 
steep, rapidly responding catchments. More intense rainfall causes more surface runoff, 
increasing localised flooding and erosion. In turn, this may increase pressure on drains, 
sewers and water quality. Storm intensity in summer could increase even in drier summers, 
so we need to be prepared for the unexpected. 
 
Drainage systems in the districts have been modified to manage water levels and could help 
by adapting locally to some impacts of the future climate on flooding, but may also need to 
be managed differently. Rising sea or river levels may also increase local flood risk inland or 
away from major rivers because of interactions with drains, sewers and smaller 
watercourses. 
 
Where appropriate, we need local studies to understand climate impacts in detail, including 
effects from other factors like land use. Sustainable development and drainage will help us 
adapt to climate change and manage the risk of damaging floods in future. 

 

5.3.5 Adapting to Change 

It is essential we respond to climate change by planning ahead. We can prepare by 
understanding our current and future vulnerability to flooding, developing plans for 
increased resilience and building the capacity to adapt. This approach, embodied within 
flood risk appraisal guidance, will help to ensure that we do not increase our vulnerability to 
flooding. 
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5.3.6  Locally Available Climate Change Information on Catchments within Cumbria 

 
Local Authority CFMP Location Catchment Change in Level 

Allerdale Derwent Keswick Keswick + 0.21m 

  Cockermouth Derwent + 0.24m 

  Cockermouth Cocker + 0.53m 

  Wigton Wampool + 0.07m 

  Maryport Coastal + 0.275m 

  Workington Coastal + 0.275m 

Barrow in 
Furness 

SW Lakes Barrow & Walney 
Island 

Coastal + 0.275m 

Carlisle Eden Carlisle Eden + 0.3m 

  Carlisle Caldew + 0.4m 

  Carlisle Petteril + 0.33m 

Copeland SW Lakes Egremont Ehen + 1.30m 

   Coastal + 0.275m 

Eden Eden Appleby Eden + 0.35m 

  Penrith Eamont + 0.35m 

South Lakeland Kent and 
Leven 

Kendal Kent + 0.25m 

  Grasmere Rothay + 0.29m 

  Ambleside Rothay + 0.38m 

  Coniston Crake + 0.17m 

Table 4.  Predicted increase in fluvial and tidal flood levels on rivers and coastal areas 
because of climate change 

Table 4 gives an indication of the possible increase in water levels as a result of climate 
change. These levels tend to be applied to the coast and more major rivers in the county. 
These figures are valid in relation to local flood risk because flooding is often the result of 
the interaction between smaller watercourses discharging into larger rivers and the sea.  

 

5.4 Partnership working to deliver the Local Flood Risk Management 
Strategy 

 

Risk management authorities have a duty to cooperate (i.e. a need to partner) with one 
another in undertaking flood risk management functions. This is a key requirement of the 
FWMA. 
 
Through cooperation organisations and individuals can achieve more effective results than 
they could achieve through working alone. Cooperation requires trust, good communication, 
sharing information and resources, and an improved understanding of the mutual benefits it 
can bring. Cooperation respects the interests of those concerned, while at the same time 
promoting the wider interests of the group and its stakeholders.  Such cultures are key to 
the successful operation of the Cumbria LLFA Steering, Working and Making Space for Water 
Groups 
 
It is essential to the success of a partnership that all parties involved should be clear about 
what they are trying to achieve from the start, individually and collectively.  In the case of 
flood risk management, the overall agenda is set by the Pitt Review recommendations, and 
the subsequent legislation implementing them.  Table 5 in the LFRMS Action Plan (Appendix 
4) outlines the legislative duties that can be shared between RMAs through the MSfWGs. 
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This section describes how all risk management authorities will work together to achieve the 
policy objectives of this Strategy. These policy objectives do not relate solely to local flood 
risks. Other forms of flood risk and coastal erosion also need to be considered, as it is 
important that all flooding is managed consistently.  One form of flooding can have impacts 
on others. 

 

5.4.1 Who are our partners? 

This Strategy has discussed the principle of the LLFA working closely with flood RMAs across 
Cumbria, but partnership working extends beyond relationships with statutory bodies.  It can 
include any organisation or individual with an interest in flood risk management. 
Such groups and organisations are not designated as risk management authorities, although 
they may still have a role to play in the management of flood risk.  Some of the partners we 
work with frequently are described here. 

 

5.4.1.1 Parish and Town Councils; residents associations; community groups 

Parish and Town Councils and residents associations are involved in managing local issues 
that may include local flooding problems. They can be a source of local information about 
flood risks and know which areas are prone to flooding, particularly local flooding incidents 
that may not be recorded by other authorities. 
 
These organisations also have a consultation role in local planning applications and can 
influence how local developments are delivered.  Often the organisations assist in the 
running of Flood Action Groups (FAGs) or Community Action Groups (CAGs). 
The operation of a CAG provides a community focus for events of any kind that could affect 
them and how they could help locally in any type of emergency. Having a plan that 
encompasses all considerable threats should be the aim of all community groups. 
 
FAGs and CAGs are vital partners to the LLFA and in addition to these there are other 
community led groups that have been set up across Cumbria and should be integrated into 
the consultation process.  Collectively some have formed the Northern Flood Action Group. 
Experiences in investigating flood events in Cumbria have shown the LLFA that to reduce the 
risks to communities we need to work together.   We need to understand the detail of 
flooding experienced to collectively develop solutions for to tackle the threats. 

5.4.1.2 Private individuals and land owners 

Riparian landowners are those who own land adjoining a watercourse. As detailed within the 
EA document ‘Living on the Edge’, riparian landowners have certain rights and 
responsibilities, including the following: 

 they must maintain the bed and banks of the watercourse, and also the trees and 
shrubs growing on the banks; 

 they must clear any debris, even if it did not originate from their land. This debris 
may be natural or man-made; 

 they must keep any structures that they own clear of debris. These structures 
include culverts, trash screens, weirs and mill gates; 

 if they do not carry out their responsibilities, they could face legal action.  
 
Riparian landowners must understand and act upon these responsibilities. They must be 
aware that any works in, over, under or within 8 metres of main rivers and works, which 
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might impact on the flow of an ordinary watercourse, may require formal consent from the 
EA for main rivers and from the LLFA for ordinary watercourses under the LDA 1991, WRA 
1991 and associated Northwest Regional Byelaws. They must not carry out work without 
consent. If they do, the relevant RMA could reclaim from them the cost of removing, altering 
or pulling down works. Similarly, if structures that have fallen into and are blocking the 
watercourse, are not removed it is possible, then the LLFA may wish to use its newly 
acquired enforcement powers in order to serve notice on the owner of the structure to 
remove them. In the event that the owner is served notice for removal of the structure, but 
fails to do so, the LLFA may remove the structure and charge the owner for the cost of 
undertaking the work.  
 
Outside towns and villages, large areas of Cumbria are farmed, meaning the management of 
agricultural land has a significant impact on the runoff from rain storm events. It is important 
that farmers understand how agricultural practice can affect flooding and bodies of water 
downstream.  Cumbria LLFA is working closely with Catchment Officers from the EA, 
Catchment Sensitive Farming Officers from Natural England and the three rivers trusts in the 
county.   Raising awareness of these issues and building partnerships with the farming 
community aims to encourage initiatives to reduce flood risk and serve objectives and 
targets under the Water Framework Directive 2000 (WFD). 

 

5.4.1.3 Neighbouring lead local flood authorities 

Cumbria borders with other lead local flood authorities. Northumberland County Council, 
Durham County Council North Yorkshire County Council and Lancashire County Council are 
all LLFAs that share a border with Cumbria.  In Scotland, Dumfries & Galloway and Scottish 
Borders Council areas also lie adjacent to Cumbria.  Along these borders flood risks may arise 
from land that is in another authority. CCC will work with these authorities to coordinate 
flood risk management across our borders. 
 
Cumbria is partially within the Solway Tweed River Basin District which crosses the 
English/Scottish border. The EU has made provision for river basin districts which cross 
national boundaries in the Flood Risk (Cross Border Areas) Regulations 2010. The EU Cross 
Border Areas Regulations require that SEPA, the EA and the LLFA when producing flood risk 
assessments, maps and plans must: - 

 Consider the impacts of flood risk from actions on either side of the border  

 Take into account the PFRAs, flood hazard maps, flood risk maps and flood risk 
management plans produced for an adjacent cross border area  

 Give consideration to the advice given by a Cross Border Advisory Group (CBAG). 
 
A CBAG has been established for the cross border area which includes representatives from 
CCC.  Meetings have been held twice a year since May 2011. 

 

5.4.1.4 Residents 

Residents who are aware that they are at risk of flooding should take action to ensure that 
they and their properties are protected. 
 
Community resilience is important in providing information and support to each other if 
flooding is anticipated. Actions taken can include temporary ones such as laying sandbags 
and moving valuable items to higher ground and more permanent measures such as 
installing floodgates, raising electrical sockets and fitting non-return valves on pipes. Anyone 
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affected by flooding should try to document as much information about the incident as 
possible.  Cumbria LLFA and other RMAs are dependent on the ‘“first hand’ accounts 
received from those who witness flood events.  This information is crucial to building 
knowledge on flood mechanisms and developing effective solutions to reduce the 
probability of flooding happening again.  FAGs and CAGs present an opportunity for dialogue 
and agreement amongst residents on flooding experiences. This is an efficient means of 
collating data by the LLFA rather than fragmented and conflicting information sourced from 
individual residents. 
 

5.4.1.5 Rivers and wildlife trusts. 

Cumbria LLFA already engaging with a wide range of partners in response to catchment 
based planning.  These include the seven rivers trusts working in the county: -   

 Eden Rivers Trust 

 West Cumbria Rivers Trust 

 South Cumbria Rivers Trust 

 Tyne Rivers Trust 

 Lune Rivers Trust 

 Tees Rivers Trust 

 Rivers & Fisheries Trusts of Scotland 
The six in England have been appointed by DEFRA to be ’catchment hosts’ to lead on a 
community approaches with this work. 
Cumbria Wildlife Trust has a representative on the Cumbria LLFA Steering Group. 

 

5.4.2 Working with partners to deliver the Policy Objectives 

 
This section examines how partnerships are developing to deliver the policy objectives of 
this Strategy in the context of the wide ranging requirements of the Act and the ethos of the 
Pitt Review 2008.  

5.4.2.1 Policy Objective 1.  Reduction in flood risk to the people of Cumbria. 

 
Asset management 
Reducing the risk of flooding also includes the on-going maintenance and management of 
flood risk management infrastructure. All RMAs are encouraged to pursue continued 
improvement of the management of their assets, consideration of the impacts 
up/downstream and an understanding by other RMAs  as to how they manage them. 
 
CCC will work with RMAs to develop an integrated drainage asset management strategy for 
the county, which will include the register of assets and agreement between all relevant 
partners as to how these will be managed. 
 
Consenting on ordinary watercourses 
In carrying out these duties Cumbria LLFA has adopted the culverting policy of the 
Environment Agency which states: - 
“We are generally opposed to the culverting of watercourses because of: - 

 the adverse ecological impacts; 

 increased flood risk; 

 human safety impacts; 

 aesthetic impacts.  
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“Watercourses are important linear features of the landscape and should be maintained as 
continuous corridors to maximise their benefits to society. 
We will consider each application to culvert a watercourse on its own merits and in 
accordance with our risk-based approach to permitting. We will only approve a culvert if: - 

 there is no reasonably practicable alternative; 

 we think the detrimental effects would be so minor that a more costly alternative 
would not be justified.  

 
“In all cases where it is appropriate to do so, applicants must: - 

 provide adequate mitigation measures; 

 accept sole ownership and responsibility for future maintenance. 
 
“We will normally object to proposals to build over existing culverts because of health and 
safety considerations, increased maintenance costs, and because this would preclude future 
options to restore the watercourse. 
We will actively pursue the restoration of culverted watercourses to open channels.” 
 
Information sharing  
A stated requirement of the Act (s.14) is for all RMAs to share information on flooding. The 
LLFA has powers to monitor the response of individual RMAs to requests for such 
information from other parties. This will assist all RMAs in the prediction of flood risk, take 
action to reduce it and inform the development of flood defence schemes. 
 
Cumbria LLFA, the EA and all the RMAs already share a considerable amount of data and 
information on flood risk management.  This is essential for the effective operation of the 
MSfWGs and a key requirement for ensuring that flood risk management is integrated within 
the planning process in Cumbria.  Cumbria LLFA has set-up a business collaboration website 
where all RMAs can gain access to local flood risk information such as flood investigation 
reports, MSfWG proceedings and flood enquiries. 

 
Coordinated flood risk planning and delivery.  
Flood risk mitigation should be planned effectively for the long term and provide a clear 
picture of how the risks will be managed and by whom. All relevant studies and plans that 
relate to flooding should be considered and relevant partners involved ensuring that all risks 
can be considered and planned together.  In this way opportunities for multiple benefits can 
be identified, for instance including amenity space or providing habitat for wildlife. 
Planning flood management schemes will include the local community to ensure that they 
understand the risks, how they can be managed and what their role will be in managing 
them. 
 
MSfWGs make a significant contribution to the development of schemes and associated 
funding bids within their areas.  These can originate from flood investigations and the 
MSfWG ’hotspots’ list.   
 
Measures discussed by the MSfWGs will broadly fall into one of three categories to be taken 
forward: - 
1. A strong case for FDGiA funding for a range of solutions has been identified and is 

entered on to the EA Medium Term Plan (MTP); 
2. One RMA is largely responsible for resolving the flooding problem and proceeds to do so 

under its own investment programme 
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3. No immediate solution path and/or no funding for reducing flood risk is identified, then 
the problem remains with the MSfWG for continued consideration. 

 
At a more strategic level, Cumbria LLFA is promoting the development of planning 
partnerships to coordinate the flood defence investment plans of the EA, UU, LLFA in the 
context of development planning led by LPAs.  This approach is examined in more detail in 
Section 5.4.2.3.  
 
Seeking multiple benefits through these improves the potential success of funding bids 
when considered by the RFCC, DEFRA and other funding bodies.  

 

5.4.2.2 Policy Objective 2.  Increased knowledge and awareness of the factors affecting 

flood risk across Cumbria. 

 
Flood investigations 
A process has been developed by the LLFA to produce and publish 3 types of report   
following a flood incident.  This has been designed to increase knowledge and awareness of 
flooding both in the community and across RMAs.  The process specifies the involvement of 
all RMAs and what the LLFA will do to achieve the following: - 

 Capture flood information from the incident, flood mechanisms from previous 
events and related flood details remote from the site via conversations with those 
affected and Flood Forums etc. 

 Ensure that a report is made available to the RMAs and those affected, agreed by all; 

 Ensure recommended actions, agreed by all, are identified and realistic solutions are 
pursued and monitored to reduce future flood risk; 

 Deliver flood investigation reports to the public in an open and consistent manner 
across the county; 

 Maintain contact with communities that have suffered flooding to update 
investigation information and work together to identify potential solutions through 
the local MSfWG. 

 
This process provides a firm platform for flood investigation and engaging with the 
communities affected to develop flood defence schemes in order to reduce future flood risk.  
It mirrors a process already established by the EA which continues to report on flood 
incidents from main rivers and the coast. 

  
Scrutiny 
Progress on delivering the requirements of the FWMA, particularly with regard to flood 
investigation, were examined by CCC’s Scrutiny Board Flooding sub-panel over the summer 
2013. 
 
Two-tier local government arrangements exist in Cumbria and the opportunity exists to 
establish joint committees of County and District Councillors. 
  
Communication 
Each RMA should make clear how they intend to carry out their functions. The information 
provided should include the area and features they have responsibility for, schedules for 
routine maintenance, records of maintenance having been undertaken, plans for 
improvement works, plans for new flood management measures and relevant contact 
details. 
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Members of the public are often unaware of which risk management authority can respond 
to a flooding problem. If the wrong authority is contacted, officers from that authority are 
encouraged to take the details and pass them on to the appropriate authority and let the 
customer know who is dealing with the matter.  In this way members of the public need only 
contact one authority.   UU, the EA and the LLFA all have established contact lines to report 
flooding – See Appendix 6.  All flooding issues, including details of flood incidents should be 
reported to the LLFA and/or the MSfWG.   
 
Cooperation 
All RMAs have a duty to cooperate and share information with another risk management 
authority that is exercising a risk management function, as required by sections 13 and 14 of 
the Act. Authorities must share information when requested in a timely manner.  RMAs 
should identify how other authorities can cooperate with them to work towards good flood 
risk management.  
 
Building trust  
The Government’s localism agenda demonstrates that it is committed to giving communities 
a real say in local decision making.  The National Flood and Coastal Risk Management 
Strategy recognises that flood risk management authorities will have to work with 
communities in managing flood risk by focusing  “…on the needs of individuals, communities 
and businesses, including them in decision making and in the management of risk”.   

 
Private land 
Members of the public and land owners often assume that the responsibility for maintaining 
watercourses lies exclusively with a formal risk management authority. Even if an authority 
does undertake maintenance on a watercourse, this is only as a permissive power not a 
duty. Land owners adjacent to a watercourse are responsible for the maintenance of that 
watercourse. This is set out in the EA’s guide: “Living on the Edge” 

 
Surface water runoff from agricultural land 
As discussed in Section 2.1, many settlements in Cumbria are vulnerable to flooding from 
runoff from the steep high catchments above them, frequently containing vast areas of 
agricultural land.  CCC will work closely with the National Farmers Union (NFU), the Rural 
Payments Agency (RPA) and land management specialists as well as the landowners 
themselves to identify solutions to reduce flood risk to these communities. 

 

5.4.2.3 Policy Objective 3.  Ensure that flood risk management is integrated within the 

planning process in Cumbria  

 
Tackling future flood risk through the planning process 
Planning authorities have to undertake Strategic Flood Risk Assessments (SFRAs) as a 
requirement of the National Planning Policy Framework to assess the effect of proposed 
developments on flood risk. These assessments should include a thorough assessment of all 
flood risks.  However historically they have often focussed on fluvial and coastal flood risks 
and not adequately dealt with local flooding. 
 
In undertaking SFRAs, making planning policy and planning decisions, planning authorities 
should consult with the EA, the LLFA and emergency responders as appropriate. 
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Throughout the development of the SWMP it was particularly important to incorporate the 
eight LPAs (including two National Parks). The LPAs have been developing preferred options 
for their Core Strategy. Flood risk is taken into account when developing options, but their 
assessment of risk has predominantly been reliant on EA Flood Zones. The surface water 
modelling and historic flooding information provides a new layer of data available to LPAs. 
Each of the eight LPAs have been consulted and given recommendations regarding their 
future development plans. The information developed in the SWMP can be used for future 
development planning and flood risk assessments. The SWMP Action Plan involves 
recommendations for LPAs specific to ’Wet Areas’. 
  
It was important to give the clear message to the LPAs, that areas at risk of surface water 
flooding can often be managed within regeneration, allowing development to go ahead. 
However, some locations have drainage systems that are at capacity with low infiltration 
ground conditions and few options for managing the risk. In these locations, large green 
space needs to be allocated within the plans (for strategic SuDS) or a reconsideration of the 
proposed development area. 
 
CCC as LLFA will lead on developing the partnerships necessary to facilitate an integrated 
approach with RMAs to capture the following information to inform LPAs on strategic 
planning decisions: - 

 Flood defence investment plans from the EA; 

 Flood defence investment plans from the LLFA; 

 Surface water flooding information from the LLFA; 

 Asset management plans and drainage strategies from UU. 
 
This is likely to be a complex process given the differing organisational cultures, funding 
mechanisms and capital project approval processes that exist within these organisations.   
However a shared vision has been declared by them for working together to reduce flood 
risk.  It is essential that any formalised partnership working groups that arise from these 
identified needs agree terms of reference and communications plans. 
 

 Availability of resources will be a key issue here and volumes of planning applications and 
related work will need to be carefully assessed. However, this workload may be eased by 
adopting a more risk based and proportionate approach, incorporating increased focus on 
getting strategic policy right which should reduce effort on detailed site by site planning 
consultations and considerations.  Much of this less strategic activity and detail may be 
accommodated by developing and adopting the principle of ’Standing Advice’ to developers 
and other interested parties. 

 
Tackling existing flood risk through the planning process 
Close working with LPAs will be further developed to involve planning officers in the 
MSfWGs.  This will seek to increase the awareness of current flooding issues being tackled 
by the groups.  Solutions to reduce flood risk and ensure existing problems are not made 
worse will be sought through the planning process. 
 
Sustainable development   
Section 27 of the FWMA requires RMAs to undertake their responsibilities consistently with 
sustainable development principles.  Effective integration of planning and development 
policy, flood risk management (including emergency response) and building design 
approaches will allow resilience to climate change to be ‘built into’ new developments.  
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Sustainable development is one of the six guiding principles of the National Flood and 
Coastal Erosion Risk Management Strategy.   

 

5.4.2.4 Policy Objective 4.  Facilitate close partnership working between all risk 

management authorities 

 
Section 4.1 identified the range of existing practices on which partnership working can be 
further developed.  Additional approaches include: 

 Developing a central database of information data accessible by all RMAs; 

 Exploration of the potential for delegation of LLFA duties to local RMAs with Terms 
of Reference; 

 Exploration of the potential for RMAs to share resources/secondments between 
authorities in flood risk management activities. 

 
Close partnership working with RMAs should have the objective of reducing local flood risk 
by using local resources and knowledge.  The LLFA will take the lead, but for effective local 
flood risk management delivery it will be essential to use the resources of RMAs placed 
locally across the county. 
 
It is essential that RMAs work together to present achieving a seamless LFRM service for the 
public. 
 

5.4.2.5 Policy Objective 5.  Improve Community Resilience through awareness of flood risk.   

 
Promoting and working with FAGs will increase the awareness of flood risk within the 
communities they serve and how resilience can be improved.  Three key areas will be 
addressed: - 

 Informing the community about flood risk; 

 How the community can benefit from flood warnings; 

 How the community can recover from flooding. 
 
CCC, as LLFA, will use their Area Support Teams to develop these actions with new and 
existing FAGs.  It is likely that many local communities will identify other areas of 
vulnerability such as power cuts and loss of transport links following heavy snowfall.  This 
may result in a FAG extending its remit beyond flooding to become a Community Action 
Group (CAG). A resilience plan template for communities has been developed by the 
Cumbria LRF.  Known as a ’10-Step Plan’, this will be used by CAGs to develop a resilience 
plan encompassing community engagement, training, emergency response and review.  A 
Communication Plan will be developed for each established CAG. 
 
CCC, as LLFA, will use the resources available from the CRF to manage the development of 
the CAGs.  The Forum has a Community Sub-Group which already coordinates resilience 
activities at a local level across the county.  Action with Communities in Cumbria (ACT) and 
Cumbria Voluntary Services (CVS) make significant contributions to this work.  Cumbria 
Community Messaging will provide a web-based platform for communication links with the 
emergency services and serve as a networking tool for the CAGs. 
 
As each area is different with diverse resilience requirements, each CAG will develop a ’10-
Step Plan’ reflecting different levels of involvement from RMAs.  Some locations that have 
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not experienced flooding in recent years could be identified as high risk, as the development 
of flood risk knowledge held by the LLFA becomes more extensive and sophisticated.  
Although this information would justify the development of CAGs in those locations, CCC will 
prioritise those identified in the LFRMS Action Plan discussed in Section 6. 
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6. Local Flood Risk Management Strategy Action Plan 
 

The Local Flood Risk Management Strategy Action Plan identifies a programme of work for 
the LLFA along with potential sources of funding.  It should be remembered that the Act 
requires LLFAs to investigate flooding and assess local flood risk.  It provides no mandate for 
LLFAs to deliver solutions but requires them to work with partners to promote options for 
doing so. 

 

6.1 How the LFRMS Action Plan has been developed.   
This strategy has identified two main areas of local flood risk management work for the 
Cumbria LLFA in Appendix 4: - 

 Table 5 lists  the duties under the Act; 

 Table 6 is an updated version of the SWMP Action Plan, particularly the development 
of flood risk management schemes.  It includes a listing of Wet Areas identified in 
the SWMP. 

 

6.1.1 Meeting the duties under the Act 

Table 5 is a list of actions that will be led by Cumbria LLFA to meet the objectives of the Act 
and the LFRMS and have countywide implications, or do not have specific local effects.  
Duties under the Act result in a continuous programme of work.   
 

6.1.2 Wet Areas and local schemes 

Table 6 is a list of the actions that will be considered by partners to reduce flood risk locally.  
It also includes a review of Wet Areas and identifies schemes that could be introduced to 
address flood risk issues in these areas.  These are taken from the SWMP Action Plan, 
schemes arising from flooding in 2012-13 and the Plan includes EA Main River and coastal 
scheme bids from June 2013. A description of the problems and issues for each flood risk 
location is provided along with recommendations, progress made and the partners involved.  
This table also identifies which schemes featured in the LLFA FDGiA bids placed in EA 
Medium Term Plan June 2013. Schemes will be prioritised according to the following 
criteria:- 
a) Flood risk; 
b) Funding availability. 

 

6.2 Flood risk management funding 
It is the responsibility of the LFRM team of the Cumbria LLFA to ensure that the LFRMS 
Action Plan is implemented.  Team funding comes from a DEFRA grant.  Local schemes are 
funded by: - 

 FDGiA 

 Local levy 

 Water company (UU)planning  

 Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) 
 

6.2.1 Defra grant 

To support the delivery of the FWMA, DEFRA provides a grant to lead local flood authorities 
for the duration of the current spending review period (2011/12-2014/15). Cumbria LLFA 
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received £160,000 in 2011/12 and receives £339,000 for each of the further three years of 
the spending review period (2012/13-2014/15).  As of January 2014, there is no confirmation 
from government that this funding will continue beyond March 2015. 
Current funding is used by Cumbria LLFA to carry out the new responsibilities under the Act 
(see Appendix 3). This includes staff costs for flood investigations, consenting works on 
ordinary watercourses and delivery of local schemes.  

 

6.2.2 Flood defence grant in aid 

Government grants will not fully fund all schemes, local contributions will have to be found 
for many schemes to proceed. This change provides an opportunity for local communities to 
have more influence on how flood defences are delivered in their communities. However it 
also means that local communities may have to find funds to contribute to flood risk 
management schemes. 
Flood defences and coastal erosion risk management schemes are funded from a 
government grant called Flood Defence Grant in Aid (FDGiA) which is administered by the EA 
on behalf of DEFRA. Until recently schemes would receive full ‘grant in aid’ funding if they 
met a certain cost-benefit ratio, while schemes that did not achieve this ratio would receive 
no grant. Under this mechanism many schemes never achieved the required cost-benefit 
ratio and could never be delivered. 
 
DEFRA changed the way ‘grant in aid’ works in April 2012. The new partnership funding 
approach determines what proportion of the cost of a scheme can be funded by ‘grant in 
aid’. Some schemes will be fully funded, others only partly funded, according to how much 
public benefit they will give, for example by reducing flood risk to homes and vital 
infrastructure.  Any shortfall in the amount of ‘grant in aid’ required to construct a scheme 
will need to be found elsewhere. This could be from a local levy, local businesses, 
organisations or communities who will benefit from the scheme. 
Fig. 7 illustrates how the scheme will work compared to the previous mechanism. 

 
 

 
Figure 7.  Comparison of old and new grant in aid funding mechanisms 

In this way all schemes can receive some ‘grant in aid’ so long as they can find the necessary 
partnership funds to cover the rest of the cost of the scheme.  By requiring local 
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contributions for many schemes, there will be more local involvement in determining how 
the schemes are developed. 
More details about the ‘grant in aid’ scheme can be found on the EA’s website: 
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/research/planning/134732.aspx 
 
Bids have been developed by Cumbria LLFA working with the EA for FDGiA funding for a 
number of local flood risk management schemes in the June 2013 submission made to the 
North West RFCC.  All of the bids submitted by the EA, LLFAs and other RMAs are part of the 
EA MTP which manages flood defence scheme development across the region.  DEFRA 
funding for schemes identified in the MTP is dependent on the amounts set for flood 
defences within the each 5-Year Spending Review or any additional spending identified for 
such purposes by the Government.  Inclusion on the MTP does not guarantee scheme 
funding.  There is strong competition for the amount of funding available for flood defence 
schemes from the Government. 
 
Cumbria LLFA continues to monitor the potential for a successful bid, as flood risk knowledge 
of each scheme grows and moves towards inclusion on the MTP.  The full range of schemes 
where a bid for DEFRA funding has been made (and those to be monitored for potential 
funding over the next 5 years) is included in the LFRMS Action Plan in Table 6 of Appendix 4.   
 
In early February 2014 the EA confirmed the outcome of the previous bidding made in June 
2013 for 2014/15. The Government announced that five schemes of the 21 proposed new 
schemes in the county have been successful in securing FDGiA this year. 
 
Cumbria LLFA had put forward 10 proposed surface water management schemes for FDGiA 
funding, 8 of them for flood defences and 2 for property protection. None have been 
successful this time round. The EA put forward 11 schemes in the county to be considered 
for FDGiA funding, with five receiving funding this year. 
 

 

6.2.3 Local Levy 

The local levy is administered by the North West Region RFCC. The region’s local levy is 
currently approximately £3.6m. CCC currently makes a contribution to the local levy of 
approximately £300k annually.  In recent years, Cumbria has received nearly £900k from the 
levy raised in the north-west, spent largely by the EA on flood defence asset maintenance.  
This represents a good return for Cumbria of 200% on their local levy contribution.  
 
The local levy can be distributed to flood defence schemes at the discretion of the RFCC. It is 
often used to fund locally important schemes, which would otherwise not receive funding, 
or to provide partnership contributions for ‘grant in aid’ funding. 
 
Along with the announcements made in early February 2014 on FDGiA, the EA confirmed the 
outcome of bidding applications made for local levy funding. Cumbria has been successful in 
securing money for a number of projects and the EA has confirmed that schemes totalling 
£1.03m will go ahead in 2014/15. 
These are: 

 Elliot Park, Keswick: pumping station (construction late summer) £330,000; 

 Ambleside Road, Keswick: design work for upland storage scheme (main 
construction work still needs to be funded and bid will be submitted for FDGiA) 
£50,000; 

http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/research/planning/134732.aspx
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 Orgill Estate, Egremont: design work for proposed scheme £120,000; 

 Various river works and investigation by the EA £650,000. 
 

6.2.4 Water company (UU) planning 

Water company investment in infrastructure they manage has to be agreed by the water 
company regulator, Ofwat. This is done on a five-year cycle called and Asset Management 
Plan (AMP). We are currently in the fifth AMP period, AMP5, which runs from 2010 to 2015. 
AMP6 will begin in 2016. The work that water companies undertake in each AMP period is 
determined by plans they submit to Ofwat prior to each AMP period, this is called the 
‘periodic review’. The next periodic review submissions will be made in 2014. 
In order to ensure sewerage improvement works can be carried out they must be identified 
in time to be included in the periodic review. 
 
Cumbria LLFA will work with UU, the only water company and sewerage undertaker in 
Cumbria, to identify any opportunities to jointly fund projects, using all available funding 
sources, which will be put forward into the appropriate periodic review.  The context and 
potential scope of this is discussed under Objective 3 in Section 5.4.2.3. 

 

6.2.5 Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) 

 LEP provides access to European funding, through the European Regional Development Fund 
(ERDF).  This includes the European Structural and Investment Strategy (ESIF), potentially £5 
million over the next 5 years for flood risks to key growth sites across Cumbria. This could be 
introduced through hard engineering and natural flood management; increasing catchment 
resilience to climate change; improving environmental and bathing water quality and 
drinking water supply to support other growth activity. 

 
Running in parallel with the ESIF is the Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) a 10-year plan which 
concentrates on delivering growth and development at a County, national and international 
level.  From this Low Growth Fund (LGF) could be utilised where new industry requires flood 
defence. 

 

6.2.6 Other sources of funding. 

Due to the nature of the ‘grant in aid’ scheme, any source of funding can be used as the 
partnership contribution. Flood risk management schemes may have many benefits, 
including helping to protect property, providing amenity space, wildlife habitat and more. 
These other benefits may provide sources of funding through local investment funds, new 
developments, habitat grants and from local landowners, who can contribute to the costs of 
flood risk management, e.g. from Natural England, a Farming and Forestry Schemes Grants 
Programme, which seeks to make a significant contribution to WFD objectives. 
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7. Next steps   
 

7.1 Implementing the Local Flood Risk Management Strategy Action Plan   
The LFRMS Action Plan in Appendix 4 will be updated annually with progress on previous 
actions noted and new actions that have been identified added. These details will be made 
available on CCC’s website. 

 
Progress and continual review of the LFRMS will be standard agenda items for the Cumbria 
MSfWGs and Cumbria LLFA Flood Risk Management and Steering Groups.  In addition to this, 
Cumbria LLFA is required to report progress on how it is responding to the duties under the 
Act every quarter to the RFCC.  The Committee is also considering formulating flood risk 
performance measures for LLFAs.   

 

7.2 How and when the Strategy is to be reviewed. 
It is essential that this strategy is updated frequently to reflect the progress being made by 
the LLFA with its partners and the development of knowledge available for flood risk 
management in Cumbria.  As such it will have the status of a ’living document’, but formal 
consultation and approval by CCC of future revisions will be made every 6 years.  This will be 
programmed to adequately reflect revisions of other statutory documents closely associated 
with the strategy such as the National Strategy Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management, 
Catchment Flood Risk Management Plans and River Basin Management Plans. 
 
SWMP development: A review of the Cumbria SWMP will precede and inform the formal 
strategy update; it will provide the technical appraisal required.   SWMP Technical Guidance 
(DEFRA, March 2010) recommends a preparation – risk assessment – options – 
implementation and review cycle. The SWMP is not a standalone document.  As a technical 
source informing this Strategy, it should be reviewed in the light of the progress made by the 
LLFA and updated accordingly to inform the next version of this Strategy.  The latest 
generation of surface water mapping now available on the EA website already provides 
more accurate data than those produced in the SWMP. 
 
The next Cumbria LFRMS to receive formal approval from CCC will be published in 2020 
following public consultation. 
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Appendix 2  Glossary 
 

ABC  Allerdale Borough Council 

ACT  Action with Communities in Cumbria 

AIMS   Asset Information Management System 

AMP   Asset management plan 

BBC  Barrow Borough Council 

Carlisle CC Carlisle City Council 

CAG  Community Action Group 

CBAG   Cross Border Advisory Group 

CBC  Copeland Borough Council 

CCC   Cumbria County Council 

CCTV  Closed Circuit Television 

CFAG  Cockermouth Flood Action Group 

CFMP   Catchment Flood Management Plan 

CVS  Cumbria Voluntary Services 

CRF  Cumbria Resilience Forum 

DBFO   Design, Build, Finance and Operate 

DEFRA   Department of the Environment, Food & Rural Affairs 

DIA   Drainage Impact assessment 

EA   Environment Agency 

EDC  Eden District Council 

EPU   Emergency Planning Unit 

ERDF  European Regional Development Fund 

ESIF  European Structural and Investment Strategy 

EU  European Union 

FAG   Flood Action Group 

FDGiA   Flood Defence Grant in Aid 

FRMAP   Flood Risk Management Action Plan 

FWMA   Flood and Water Management Act 2010(“the Act”) 

GIS  Geographical Information System 

GHG  Greenhouse gas 

GSK   Glaxo Smith Klein  

KFAG  Keswick Flood Action Group 

LDA  Land Drainage Act 1991 

LDNPA  Lake District National Park Authority 

LGF  Low Growth Fund 

LEP  Local Enterprise Partnership 

LFRM  Local Flood Risk Management 

LLFA   Lead Local Flood Authority 

LPA   Local Planning Authority 

MSfWG  Making Space for Water Group 

MTP   Medium Term Plan 

NFU  National Farmers Union 
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NRD   National Receptor Dataset 

Ofwat   Office of Water (Water Services Regulation Authority) 

PAB  Project Approval Board 

PC  Parish Council 

PFRA   Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment 

RAF  Royal Air Force 

RFCC   Regional Flood and Coastal Committees 

RPA  Rural Payments Agency 

RMA   Risk Management Authorities 

SAB   SUDs Approving Body 

SEP  Strategic Economic Plan 

SEPA   Scottish Environmental Protection Agency 

SFRA   Strategic Flood Risk Assessment 

SLDC  South Lakeland District Council 

SMP   Shoreline Management Plan 

SuDS   Sustainable Drainage Systems 

SWMP   Surface Water Management Plan 

TO5  Thematic Objective 5 

UKCP09  UK climate change projections 2009 

UU   United Utilities 

WFD  Water Framework Directive (2000/60/EC) 

WRA  Water Resources Act 1991 
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Appendix 3  Flood & Water Management Act 2010 
This is a summary of the key provisions of the Act. 

 

Section  Date in force Details 

7: National Flood and Coastal 
Erosion Risk Management 
Strategy 

1/10/2010 Requires the EA to develop a national flood and 
coastal erosion risk management strategy to 
maintain and monitor its application. 

9: Local Flood Risk 
Management Strategies 

1/10/2010 Requires all LLFAs in England to develop, 
maintain, review, update as well as apply and 
monitor the application of a strategy for local 
flood risk in their area. 

11: Effect of national and local 
strategies 

1/10/2010 Requires RMAs, in exercising their flood and 
coastal erosion risk management functions, to 
act in a manner consistent with the National 
Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management 
Strategy and guidance under Section 7. 

13: Co-operation and 
arrangements 

1/10/2010 A relevant authority is required to co-operate 
with any other relevant authority, which is 
exercising flood or coastal erosion risk 
management functions. 

14: Power to request 
information 

6/4/2011 The section empowers the EA and LLFAs to 
request a person to provide information in 
connection with that body’s flood and coastal 
erosion risk management function. 

18: Environment Agency: 
reports 

19/7/2011 The EA are required to report about flood and 
coastal erosion risk management to the Minister 
(who may by way of regulations specify 
reporting times or intervals and the information 
which a report should contain). The report must 
include information about the application of the 
National Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk 
Management Strategy under Section 7. 

19: Local authorities: 
investigations 

6/4/2011 Assigns responsibility for investigating flooding 
incidents to the LLFA, where responsibility is not 
immediately obvious or accepted. 

21: LLFAs: duty to maintain a 
register 

6/4/2011 The section requires LLFAs to establish and 
maintain a register of structures or features, 
which may significantly affect a flood risk in their 
area, as well as a record of information about 
such structures and features including 
ownership and state of repair. 

22 (1) - (remaining parts): RFCC 
establishment. 

1/4/2011 The section requires the Environment Agency to 
establish RFCCs for regions in England and 
Wales. To do so, it must divide England and 
Wales into regions for this purpose. 
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Section  Date in force Details 

27: Sustainable development 1/10/2011 The section gives LLFAs, district councils, internal 
drainage boards and highway authorities a duty 
to aim to make a contribution towards the 
achievement of sustainable development when 
discharging their flood or coastal erosion risk 
management functions. 

30: Designation of features 1/8/2012 The designation of third party flood and coastal 
erosion risk management features by the EA, 
local authorities or internal drainage boards. 

32 & Schedule 3.  Sustainable 
drainage. 
 

Expected 
October 2014 

DEFRA officials are working with stakeholders to 
address the issues that arose from the 2012 
consultation on SuDS in new and re-
developments and from which many 
respondents called for adequate time to prepare 
for the implementation. 

Schedule 2.  Amendments of Other Acts 

Paragraph Date in force Details 

26, 27, 31, 32(1), (2), (3), (5), (6) 
& (7), 33 & 34 

6/4/2012 Transfers the EA’s responsibility for flood 
defence consents and enforcement powers 
under sections 23, 24 and 25 of the LDA to 
LLFAs. 
Removes the following powers from the EA in 
relation to ordinary watercourses — 

 concurrent flood risk management powers 
(section 8 of the LDA): 

 default powers in relation to flooding 
(section 9(1) of the LDA); and 

 enforcement powers in relation to 
watercourse, bridge or drainage 
maintenance obligations (section 21 of the 
LDA); 

Amends the prohibition on obstructions to 
ordinary watercourses to preclude the erection 
of any culvert without prior consent, and allows 
the relevant authority to attach reasonable 
conditions to a consent issued under section 23 
of the LDA; and 
Removes powers to require works for 
maintaining flow of watercourses from district 
councils (section 25 of the LDA) 

54 - (remaining parts). 6/4/2011 Amendments to Local Government Act 2000 to 
provide for LLFA scrutiny of flood risk 
management authorities. 
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Appendix 4  Local Flood Risk Management Strategy Action Plan 
See Section 6 

Table 5  Flood risk management actions covering the whole of Cumbria 

A list of actions/measures that will be led by the LLFA to meet the requirements of the Act and this 
LFRMS and have countywide implications, or do not have specific local effects. 

No. Action 
(measure) 

Local 
Strategy 
Objective 
(Policy) 

Driver Responsible 
Body 

Time frame 
for delivery 

Previous 
Quarter 
Q3 13/14 

 
Quarter  
Q4 3/14 

A1 Establish register of 
structures & features 

P2 FWMA 2010 LLFA 2015 Green Green 

A2 Establish SuDS  
approving role (SAB) 

P3 FWMA 2010 DEFRA, LLFA 2014 Red Red 

A3 Produce SuDS guidance P3 Local 
Strategy 

LLFA 2014 Green Green 

A4 Local Flood Risk 
Management Strategy 

P1,P2 FWMA 2010 LLFA 2014 Green Green 

A5 Power to request 
information 

P2 Local 
Strategy 

LLFA; EA On-going Green Green 

A6 Flood investigations  P2 FWMA 2010 LLFA On-going Green Green 

A7 Consenting works on 
ordinary watercourses 

P3 FWMA 2010 LLFA On-going Green Green 

A8 Scrutiny arrangements  
(internal & external) 

P2 FWMA 2010 LLFA On-going Green Green 

A9 SWMP development P1,P2 Local 
Strategy 

LLFA 2017 Green Green 

A10 Develop an integrated asset 
management strategy 

P1, P2, P4 Local 
Strategy 

LLFA 2017 Green Green 

MSfWG Actions 

A20 Raise awareness of flood 
risk and local flooding 
issues for the public 
and how they can 
reduce the risks 

P1,P2, P5 Local 
Strategy 

LLFA, EA On-going Green Green 

A21 Contributions to register of 
structures & features 

P2 Local 
Strategy 

LLFA On-going Green Green 

A22 Coordinated flood risk 
planning and delivery 

P1 Local 
Strategy 

LLFA On-going Green Green 

A23 Flood investigations P2 FWMA 2010 LLFA On-going Green Green 

A24 Improve community 
resilience through 
awareness of flood risk. 

P1, P2, P4 
& P5 

Local 
Strategy 

LLFA, EA On-going Green Green 

A25 Define scope of FRM 
functions; see Section 
5.4.2.2, Objective 2, 
Communication 

All Local 
Strategy 

LLFA 2015 Green Green 
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Table 6. Actions/measures that will be undertaken by the LLFA to reduce flood risk locally  

These are taken from the SWMP Action Plan, schemes arising from flooding in 2012-13 and EA FDGiA Main River and coastal scheme bids 2013.   

Cumbria 

Location Issue Actions & progress 
Lead Organisation & 
partners 

Policies 
served 

Cumbria 
wide 

Critical services potentially at risk of surface water 
flooding have been mapped and provided to key 
stakeholders.  

The risk needs confirming.  All relevant 
stakeholders to review the maps and provide 
a list of the assets that are potentially at risk.  
 

CRF All 

Allerdale 

Location Issue Actions & progress 
Lead Organisation & 
partners 

Policies 
served 

Wet Areas 

Dearham Historic surface water and sewer flooding problems and 
the prospect of future development mean that surface 
water management in parts of Dearham needs careful 
consideration via the planning or SAB approval system. 

Before connection to the drainage system, 
the developer should undertake a study to 
understand what they are connecting to and 
where it is draining. Alternatively, surface 
water should be dealt with on site and not 
discharged into the existing system.  

ABC  - 
 LLFA 

P1, P2, 
P3 

Keswick Development in Keswick has constrained the drainage 
network which leads to flooding in many locations. Future 
development is likely to increase these problems as SuDS 
will be difficult to implement due to lack of space and 
ground conditions.   
Of particular concern is the main culvert flowing from 
Ambleside Road to Penrith Road and into the River Greta. 
Due to a lack of capacity, this culvert surcharges and 
floods many properties before entering the River Greta. 
The contributing catchment to the south of Ambleside 
Road (around Castlehead Wood) is undeveloped 
greenfield land.  

Development in this area should be avoided 
in order to limit peak runoff volumes. 
  
s.106 arrangements should be sought for all 
new development in Keswick to facilitate 
improvements to existing networks e.g. 
replace culverted highway crossings with 
clear span bridges, improved screen designs, 
etc. 

LDNPA - LLFA, ABC  P1, P2, 
P3 
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Location Issue Actions & progress 
Lead Organisation & 
partners 

Policies 
served 

Schemes in Wet Areas 

Elliot Park - 
Keswick 

Elliot Park is a relatively residential area that is prone to 
flooding from the River Greta, sewers and surface water. 
Schemes in place from UU and EA to reduce river and 
sewer flooding. Remaining risk from surface water 
flooding  

Feasibility study undertaken early 2013.  
FDGiA bid made for pump solution June 
2013. Feasibility study has been completed 
and scheme is awaiting Project Approval 
Board (PAB) approval. 
It is envisaged that work will commence in 
the autumn 2014 subject to approval. 
Scheme completion May 2015. 

LLFA –  
ABC, KFAG, EA, UU, 
Booths, Impact Housing  

P1, P2, 
P4, P5 

Penrith Road 
- Keswick 

Surface water flooding due to a combination of a number 
of surface water flow pathways that combine at Penrith 
Road where most of the damage is caused. 

Bridge/culvert improvement, new single span 
highway bridge and improved trash screen 
design on Chestnut Hill recommended. 
Trash screen has been improved with a 
baffle to catch debris having been installed. 
Consent granted for renewal of a bridge on 
private property that was restricting flows and 
causing water to overtop the watercourse 
and cascade onto the highway. 

LLFA –  
ABC, KFAG, residents 

P1, P2, 
P4, P5 

Ambleside 
Road - 
Keswick 

Significant surface water flood risk location where up to 
50 properties from an ordinary watercourse.  

Modelling and feasibility study undertaken for 
upland attenuation and progressing to PAB 
January 2015. 
 

LLFA - ABC EA, KFAG. P1, P2, 
P4, P5 

Dearham 
Crossroads 

Inadequate and damaged culverted watercourses. 
.  

Some MSfWG actions completed. UU are to 
provide a new drainage system for the full 
length of Central Road along with storage 
areas.  

LLFA - ABC UU. P1, P2, 
P4 

Dearham Post 
Office 

The flood flow path at Dearham Crossroads continues 
down Central Road where the Post Office and several 
properties to the rear are prone to flooding.  

UU are to provide a new drainage system for 
the full length of Central Road along with 
storage areas, timing unknown at present. 

LLFA - ABC  P1, P2, 
P4 
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Location Issue Actions & progress 
Lead Organisation & 
partners 

Policies 
served 

Other Allerdale schemes 

Cockermouth 
The Gote 

Over 25 properties at risk as surface water collects in the 
low spot in the Gote Road area.  

County Highways have provided an overflow 
pipe in 2011 that has greatly reduced the 
regular flooding that had been occurring.  EA 
provided a pumping station to deal with 
surface water trapped behind the new raised 
embankment constructed in 2010.  Issue still 
remains of ordinary watercourse blockage 
during flood events that effects the Corn Mill 
flats. 

LLFA - ABC, EA, CFAG P1, P2, 
P4 

Cockermouth, 
Isel Road 

Flooding to Cockermouth Castle cottages from the Isel 
Road, highway drainage. Only 2 properties have flooded 
in the past. 

MSfWG monitoring the situation and liasing 
with castle ground owners on improvement 
measures 

MSfWG P1, P2, 
P4 

Blennerhasset River flooding / highway flooding and internal flooding to 
properties. 

Property level protection (PLP) measures 
installed by resident.   EA have modelled and 
proved that the river does not need gravel 
removal to effect flood risk. Residents have 
removed gravel from the river. LLFA 
investigating highway flooding impacts. 
County Highways have surveyed the 
highway drainage in the area and released a 
jammed flap valve in the river. 

LLFA – County 
Highways; ABC 

P1, P2, 
P4, P5 

Greysouthern Ordinary watercourse culvert under properties is 
undersized (broken by development) leading to flooding 
of under 10 properties. 

County Highways have diverted drains from 
the private land at 15a Main Street into a 
separate highway system. 
 

LLFA – ABC, County 
Highways 

P1, P2, 
P4 

Lorton A number of flood risk locations. Some are main river 
based, some are local sources. A culvert blocks on a 
private watercourse leading to the flooding of 8 
properties. 

Culverted watercourse runs beneath highway 
and through private property.  
County Highways have installed a new 
overflow pipe at Lorton Bridge.  Additional 
small works have been undertaken to reduce 
flooding impacts. 

LLFA – County 
Highways, ABC, private 
land owners. 

P1, P2, 
P4 
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Location Issue Actions & progress 
Lead Organisation & 
partners 

Policies 
served 

Other Allerdale schemes cont’d. 

Wigton – 
Speet Gill 

Flooding from Speet Gill into the Burnfoot area of Wigton.  
Heavily modified section of watercourse through the town 
with no room for increasing capacity. 

Modelling work and initial landowner 
negotiations started for providing upstream 
storage to enable a flood warning. 
EA have met with MP and town council about 
flooding issues and funding gap. 

EA 
- Wigton Town Council 

P1, P2, 
P4, P5 

Wigton – 
Station Road 

Flooding from Wiza Beck primarily affecting Station Road 
but also the Innovia factory. 

2012 flood storage basin constructed to 
enable a flood warning on the rapidly 
responding catchment.  River level telemetry 
installed in flood zone on Station Road and in 
the basin.  Flood Warning area being 
formally created during 2013-14.  Temporary 
warning via flood action group.  Action plan 
enabled by EA.  Minor works carried out in 
partnership between factory, highways and 
EA to limit spill onto station road at the 
corner of the factory. 

EA 
- County Highways, 
Innovia 

P1, P2, 
P4, P5 

Millhouse  A floodbank protects 9 properties from the River Caldew 
at Millhouse but there is also a highways flooding issue.  
Highways have installed large gullies and extra pipework 
to try and deal with the overland flows but some 
properties are still vulnerable in extreme rainfall events. 

Bid made for £90k in 2013 – unsuccessful.  
Embankment asset is failing but no funding 
currently available.  Potential to reduce 
length of embankment and give more space 
to the river.  Community is looking into 
contributions in kind. 

EA P1, P2, 
P5 

Workington – 
Barepot 
Reservoir 

The 2009 flood through Workington highlighted a flood 
risk and environmental pollution issue with Barepot 
reservoir.  The community have quarterly meetings with 
the MP to go through outstanding issues.   

Funding to open up the culvert from Barepot 
reservoir and provide a flood route was 
secured in 2012.  Work and negotiations 
have been progressing and the project given 
approval for construction.  Construction is 
due to start in March 2014. 

EA P1, P2, 
P4, P5 

Flimby – 
Penny Gill 

Development at Rye Hill Farm has interrupted an 
overland flow route near Penny Gill increasing flood risk 
to school drive. 

Councillors have had meeting with UU and 
EA about the issue which should be with 
planners at ABC.  Potential to re-route Penny 
Gill to remove flooding problem but would 
need contribution from site development in 
the area 

EA 
- ABC, UU 

P1, P2, 
P3, P4, 
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Location Issue Actions & progress 
Lead Organisation & 
partners 

Policies 
served 

Other Allerdale schemes cont’d. 

Braithwaite – 
Coledale 
Beck 

Coledale Beck at Braithwaite has a flooding threshold of 
approximately 30 years.  Benefits are insufficient to 
develop a scheme. 

Maintenance carried out to maximise flow in 
watercourse.  Gravel trap emptied once a 
year – more if required. 

EA P1, P2 

Harrington – 
River Wyre 

Ongoing issues with flooding from the River Wyre.  
Watercourse is maintained by EA.  Feasibility project 
completed but not cost beneficial. 

Continued monitoring by MSfWG EA 
- MSfWG 

P1, P2 

Waver & 
Wampool  

Waver and Wampool Land Drainage Futures project  On-going with EA removing resources from 
Land Drainage 

EA P1, P2 
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Eden 

Location Issue Actions & progress 
Lead Organisation 
& partners 

Policies 
served 

Schemes (no defined Wet Areas) 

Newbiggin Groundwater / surface water flooding. Water collects in a 
field swallow hole which overtops and floods properties.  

Flood Investigation Report drafted following 
flooding in 2012.  
Solutions to resolve flooding are difficult to 
identify. 

LLFA  
- EDC  

P1, P2, P5 

Patterdale Whilst one area is a main river issue there are a number 
of sites in the Patterdale are which flood from surface 
water flooding. This is a direct result of run-off from the 
hills.  

It is unclear whether much can be done 
because of the topography and the relatively 
few properties affected at each location. 
Maybe education, awareness and 
PLP.MSfWG actions on-going 

LLFA  
- EDC  

P1, P2, P4, 
P5 

Appleby a) Flooding from combination of surface water from highway 
and overflow from upstream watercourse on Colby Lane 
leads to 4 properties flooding.  

Work on culvert completed 2012.  Reactive 
procedures now in place during an event. 

LLFA  
- EDC, UU, EA 

P1, P2, P4 

Appleby b) Water from River Eden and surface water from 
neighbouring hills flood up to 55 properties. This is an EA 
led issue. 

A feasibility study was undertaken but the 
scheme did not make required cost benefit 
score. Operational response to flooding at 
junction of Chapel St., Doomgate and Holme 
St. needs to be identified.  
Reactive procedure in place during event. 

EA  
- LLFA, EDC  

P1, P2, P4, 
P5 

Penrith Flood risk from Thacka Beck has been reduced through a 
flood alleviation scheme, reducing the main risk of 
flooding.  

Residual flood risk may be an issue, 
specifically surface water not being able to 
access Thacka Beck culvert. Monitoring during 
heavy rain in Penrith will help to identify 
whether or not a problem exists here. 
ACT/EA engaging with communities to raise 
awareness of residual risk of surface water 
flooding and develop Community Action Plan. 

LLFA  
- EA, EDC  

All 
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Eden Schemes cont’d. 

Gamblesby,  Generally has not experienced regular flooding but there 
are historic reports, however, occurred 3 times during 
2012 and 2013 

Recent events do warrant investigation and 
survey of highway drainage systems. Parish 
Councils have identified measures that might 
help to reduce flood risk.  Flood Investigation 
Report produced by the LLFA and delivered to 
the community June 2013. Some improvement 
works carried out by Community and County 
Highways.  FDGiA bid to investigate feasibility 
of upstream flood storage. 

LLFA   
- County Highways, 
UU & Parish 
Councils  

P1, P2, P4, 
P5 

Pooley  
Bridge 

Finkle street has a well-established flooding problem that 
has a UU and surface water/highway aspect. Main river 
and highway issues exist on the opposite side of the River 
Eamont at the point it outfalls from Ullswater. All problems 
are associated with high lake levels which prevent 
drainage systems from discharging. 

County Highways have constructed a high 
level drain beneath the northern access ramp 
to Pooley Bridge on the B5320. UU, County 
Highways and LLFA need to identify 
appropriate solution for Finkle Street. 
MSfWG are continuing to work with the 
community to reduce the risk of flooding 

LLFA  
- UU, EDC, CCC 
Highways, EA 

All 

Renwick Flooding of up to 9 properties from surcharging of 
watercourse and culverts through village in June 2012 and 
May 2013. 

Flood Investigation Report produced by the 
LLFA.  Further investigation required into 
culvert condition, capacity and riparian 
ownership.  Scheme entered on to EA MTP. 
MSfWG actions on-going 

LLFA  
– UU, EDC, County  
Highways 

P1, P2, P4, 
P5 

Hoff Surface water flooding of 4 properties FDGiA bid made June 2013 for PLP. County 
Highways also investigating possible ways of 
reducing risk. 
Scheme to be progressed when funding 
available 

LLFA  
– County Highways 

P1, P2, P4 

Threlkeld Old dam on Gate Gill Beck in poor condition posing flood 
risk to those downstream.  Constructed for historic mining 
industry so pollution risk also a consideration. 

FDGiA bid made June 2013. 
EA preparing business case for project and 
have funding for telemetry and flood warning 
zone. 

EA P1, P2, P4 

Alston Surface water runoff and watercourse surcharge resulted 
in over 30 properties flooding in May 2013. 

Flood Forum held to consult with community in 
October 2013.  Flood investigation report 
currently being prepared. 

LLFA  
– EA, Northumbrian 
Water, EDC 

P2, P4, P5 
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Carlisle 

Location Issue Actions & progress 
Lead Organisation 
& partners 

Policies 
served 

Schemes (no defined Wet Areas) 

Cumrew Flooding of properties from exceedance of watercourse 
and surface water 

LLFA Flood Investigation Report delivered July 
2013. MSfWG actions on-going 

LLFA  
– County Highways 

P1, P2, P4, 
P5 

Gosling Syke Historic funding due to culverted watercourse 
downstream.  Area above culverted section is an area 
where future housing development is likely to take place. 
Also surface water flooding of properties at California 
Road which may impact on flows in Gosling Syke. 

EA have identified upstream storage scheme 
but funding not available.  Contributions may 
become available when future development 
takes place.  LLFA investigating flooding 
issues at California Road 

EA 
– LLFA 

All 

Low Crosby Overtopping of the River Eden EA scheme has been completed.  There is a 
remaining residual surface water risk. FDGiA 
bid made June 2013 for scheme to provide 
pumping equipment for residual surface water 
risk 
Scheme to be progressed when funding 
available 

LLFA – EA, 
Carlisle CC 

P1, P2, P4, 
P5 

Carlisle wide A lot of work has been completed but a number of 
locations need further investigation including: 

 Community Centre, Harraby – Surface water flooding 

 Wigton Road – Foul flooding/highway drainage 

 London Road – surface water and claims of water 
following rising main channel 

 Vallum Close – Surface water / land drainage  

 Huntsmans Lane/Moorside Drive – surface water 
flooding 

Asset failure and climate change may lead to 
further local flooding issues in the future. 
Monitoring can be undertaken in the MSfWG 
but Cumbria LLFA should produce a summary 
report on the potential risks. 
LLFA currently investigating recent flood 
events at Harraby Community Centre. 
 

LLFA 
 – Carlisle CC, UU, 
EA, County 
Highways 
 

All 

Great Corby Ordinary Watercourse and surface water / highway 
flooding to 6 properties 

Surface water. All SWMP recommendations 
completed or on-going. 
MSfWG actions on-going 

LLFA  
– Carlisle CC) 

P1, P2, P4, 
P5 

Wetheral Drainage issues causing internal property flooding to 
between 5 and 10 houses. 

UU installed pump in sewer to reduce 
surcharging of foul sewers.  LLFA published 
Flood Investigation Report.  
MSfWG actions on-going 

LLFA  
– Carlisle CC, UU 

All 
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South Lakeland 

Location Issue Actions & progress 
Lead Organisation & 
partners 

Policies 
served 

Wet Areas 

Windermere   There have been historic flooding problems throughout 
Windermere due to inadequate surface water drainage 
systems.  UU’s combined sewer system receives runoff 
from unofficial sources meaning that they system lacks 
capacity during heavy rainfall events. New development 
could compound these if surface water management is 
not adequately considered. UU is currently undertaking a 
study to identify the main areas of risk and potential 
solutions. 

Future development is likely to increase these 
problems as SuDS will be difficult to 
implement due to lack of space and ground 
conditions. Green space should be allowed 
for in development proposals to account for 
surface water flood flow pathways.  

SLDC  
– LLFA, 

P1, P3, 
P4 

Ulverston Area to the south of Swarthmoor and Croftlands (Park 
Head Road) and the associated sub catchment has had 
historic drainage problems. The line has been drawn to 
encompass the development allocations in this area and 
make some consideration of the sub-catchments. 
Another area for consideration is the area between 
Dragley Beck and the Ulverston Canal where low lying 
land has drainage problems, often exacerbated by high 
tides and river levels in Dragley Beck.  

For new development, surface water runoff 
should be retained as close to new 
developments as possible. Lower density 
development should be considered in order to 
accommodate SuDS. Green spaces should 
be allowed for within development 
masterplans. It is recommended that the 
recorded flood extents are used to inform 
development layouts and locations of SuDS 
measures. 
Alternatively, existing structures such as 
Ulverston canal could be used for the storage 
of surface water on a larger scale.  

SLDC  
- LLFA 

P1, P2, 
P3, P4 

Kendal A number of small catchments drain the hilly area to the 
east of Kendal and result in watercourses that flow from 
east to west across the urban boundary, many of them in 
culvert. The topography and geology results in 
attenuation of peak flood flows into these catchments 
which provides a natural flood risk management function. 
This natural attenuation needs to be preserved or 
replicated as new development takes place.  

New development sites should look to 
preserve and utilise as many of the existing 
landscape features as possible these will help 
to recreate the natural greenfield run off 
processes. 
 

SLDC – LLFA, P1, P3 
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Location Issue Actions & progress 
Lead Organisation 
& partners 

Policies 
served 

Schemes in Wet Areas  

North 
Lonsdale 
Terrace – 
Ulverston 

Flood risk in this location is heavily linked to Dragley Beck 
(main river). Direct flooding from Dragley Beck to the 
North Lonsdale Road area is mitigated by a flood defence 
bund. However. The low lying, flat topography means that 
the existing drainage system struggles to get a gravity 
outfall. The drainage system here includes UU sewers, 
highway drainage and minor watercourses that have been 
culverted and built over. During heavy rainfall events, 
surface water enters the UU sewers, causing them to 
surcharge. During the November 2009 flood event, the 
bund was bypassed and the sewers surcharged, 109 
properties were flooded. 

Some intervention is economically beneficial 
although the cost benefit ratio is low. Property 
level protection or redirecting some of the 
surface water sewers appears to be the best 
options.  
Potential for development gain from Glaxo 
Smith Klein (GSK) site development.  MSfWG 
continuing to work together to complete 
actions when funding becomes available. 

LLFA EA – SLDC, 
Ulverston FAG, UU, 
Ulverston Canal 
owners, 
landowners/GSK  

P1, P2, P3, 
P4 
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Schemes in Wet Areas cont’d. 

North 
Lonsdale 
Road – 
Ulverston 

In this area, there are problems relating to the disused 
Ulverston Canal. In the North Lonsdale Terrace area 
(Honeypot Estate), the highway outfalls are unable to 
discharge into the canal due to siltation. This causes 
surcharging and surface water flooding in the surrounding 
area. The flood extents and depths are not as significant 
as in North Lonsdale Road, but this is a pure surface 
water flooding problem. This area has also been 
highlighted due to the potential future development in the 
area. Future development may take place either side of 
the canal, adjacent to the Honeypot Estate. The natural 
surface water outfall for the new development would be 
the canal. This solution is therefore linked to the North 
Lonsdale Road canal storage option. 

Works are required to improve the capacity of 
the canal to allow a free discharge during 
flood events, or new drainage arrangements 
for the existing and proposed development.  
Stakeholders should be contacted and 
encouraged to partner in a plan for this area 
that should include the following issues: 
surface water discharge into the Canal and 
backing up, leakage from the canal, surface 
water recommendations for the development 
of land around the canal.  
GSK are looking to develop next to North 
Lonsdale Road and take their drainage south 
and finally discharging into Dragley Beck.  
Discussions between MSfWG and GSK on-
going to investigate the potential of a 
combined drainage scheme from North 
Lonsdale Road, Steel Street and Kennedy 
Street, discharging to a point away from the 
Ulverston Canal. Extensive works to be 
undertaken in the area to improve drainage 
and river issues by the EA. Scheme to be 
looked at for 2014 start, negotiations are on-
going with stakeholders for assistance 
(SLDC, Network Rail, GSK and local 
residents).  MSfWG continue to monitor and 
investigate various drainage issues in this 
location. 

LLFA  
– SLDC Ulverston 
FAG, UU, Ulverston 
Canal owners, 
landowners/GSK  

All 
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Schemes in Wet Areas cont’d. 

Beckside 
Road – 
Ulverston 

Surface water flood flows that pass over Old Hall Road 
and then along Beckside Road. The source of the flood 
water is a mill race which receives water via a sluice 
system from Gill Banks Beck and a drain that originates in 
the Flan Farm area above Ulverston. The Flan Farm drain 
passes over Old Hall Road as the culvert under the road 
has insufficient capacity. Flood depths in the road dip 
have previously been in the region of 0.8m. This flow path 
then continues down Beckside Road, flooding properties 
on the way.  

Due to the number of properties at risk and 
the severity of flooding, only small scale 
intervention would be appropriate. The 
capacity of the highway culvert should be 
assessed and options for increasing its 
capacity should be considered. 
 

LLFA  
– EA, SLDC 

P1, P2, P4, 
P5  

Hallgarth, 
Kendal 

Residential estate with surface water and sewer flooding 
issues.  Extensive flooding to properties in June 2012. 

Survey and inspection of sewer and highway 
drainage network. Cleaning of key sewers. 
Identification of key flood storage and flood 
flow routes i.e. off Acre Moss Road. Planning 
control in surrounding catchment (Kendal Wet 
Area). Property level resilience measures.  
Extensive sewer infrastructure improvements 
carried out by UU.  Progress in all areas of 
recommendations.  LLFA delivered a Flood 
Investigation Report to Hallgarth community 
March 2013. 
MSfWG actions on-going 

LLFA,  
- UU, SLDC 

All 

Carrus 
Green, 
Kendal 

Surface water flooding risk to 10 potential properties Scheme entered on EA MTP June 2013.  LLFA P1, P2, P4 

Windermere 
(Craig Walk) 
Meadow Beck 

Meadow Beck (main river) is the main source but there 
are other sources inc. drainage, highway and sewers 
which flood 7 residential properties. 

Culvert has been replaced by EA. Craig Walk 
still has issues with residual surface water 
risk. 

EA 
– LLFA, SLDC 

P1, P4 
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Grange-over-
Sands 

A culvert that is part main river and part ordinary 
watercourse and highway drainage surcharges and floods 
around 22 properties off Windermere Road.  

Flood relief culvert through railway underpass 
has been constructed as per pre-feasibility 
report. Booths development could see money 
invested in flood risk infrastructure via 
planning condition at development site or 
possible larger scheme utilising ornamental 
pond in the town (EA lead). 
Options are being looked at by EA and SLDC 
with regards to the pond levels and the 
possibility of thrust boring new overflow 
channels under the railway and into the bay. 
Also options looked at are upland storage 
above Windermere Road towards Hazel Bank 
where the water course is culverted. 
Possibility to open culvert and introduce an 
attenuation feature. 
Works in February 2014 to CCTV the drains 
from the businesses into the ornamental pond 
opposite and take levels to find a correlation 
between cellar flooding and the levels of the 
pond when in flood.    

EA  
– LLFA, Booths 
super markets, 
SLDC 

P1, P2, P3, 
P4 

Grasmere Blockage of certain culverts is resulting in more water 
entering the River Rothay above Grasmere. Under 10 
properties at risk.  

Investigations are required into culvert 
crossings on A591 and across a sports field 
at Grasmere. CCTV survey to be 
commissioned.  FDGiA bid to reinstate the 
water course removing the culvert. 
Programme  
EA are planning to carry out study and further 
works including Easedale Beck, Rothay, 
structures such as Stocklane Bridge, Church 
Bridge. UU investigating possibility of 
replacing/relining the sewers. Both EA and 
UU works subject to funding availability. 

LLFA  
– SLDC, LDNPA, 
UU and EA. 

P1, P2, P4 
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Schemes outside Wet Areas cont’d. 

Troutbeck 
Bridge  

Predominantly main river flooding (Bell Beck) up to 12 
properties flooded including a school and hotel.  

Predominantly a main river issue but highway 
works also required.  
MSfWG continuing to work with FAG to 
review various options to protect properties.  
FAG also has contribution for scheme. 

EA 
–  LLFA, SLDC 
LDNPA 

P1, P2, P4, 
P5 

Millness Channel conveyance and flood flow routing lead to over 6 
properties flooding. This is a complex situation. 
Ordinary water course/ canal/ main river. 
Highway and property flooding. Problem extends to 
School Houses upstream of the Lancaster Canal and 
there is a highway aspect to this as road conveys and 
stores flood water which cannot subsequently return to 
the watercourse. 

Minor gravel removal works around key 
assets (highway crossings act as constriction) 
investigated. Reinstate overflow side weir 
structure to right hand bank with land owner 
permission. Possible flood storage option 
upstream. Highway verge maintenance works 
along road passed School Houses to ensure 
flood water can return to channel of Skip 
Beck. 
LLFA produced a Flood Investigation Report 
that was delivered to the communities of 
Millness and School Houses in June 2013. 
MSfWG actions on-going 

LLFA  
– SLDC, EA, canal 
owner. 

P1, P2, P4, 
P5 

Burneside 
(Steels Row, 
Bridge Street) 

Drainage, sewers and surface water occurs every 2-3 
years flooding 5 residential properties. 

UU working on solution and non-return valve 
(NRV) installed and aim to divert surface 
water downstream of NRV. Wall on Bridge 
Street repaired by EA. SLDC investigating 
culvert that comes through Croppers Mill. 
MSfWG continuing to work with FAG to 
progress works to reduce flood risk. 

LLFA  
– SLDC, EA, UU 

P1, P2, P4, 
P5 
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Schemes outside Wet Areas cont’d. 

Beck Side Flooding to properties from surface water runoff from 
surrounding high ground. Numerous highway 
interventions to intercept flows made in the past. 

Highway drainage improvements made in 
Low Beckside.  LLFA Flood Investigation 
report delivered to community in June 2013.  
FDGiA bid made in June 2013 for PLP. 
MSfWG actions on-going 

LLFA  
– County Highways; 
SLDC; landowners. 

P1, P2, P4, 
P5 

Staveley Properties at risk of flooding from River Gowan/River Kent 
and surface water 

LLFA have delivered Flood Investigation 
report to community regarding surface water 
flooding event that occurred in 2012. EA have 
carried out works in 2013 on River Kent 
upstream of Staveley to reduce the levels and 
reconnect the river to its flood plains. 
Repairs required to damaged weir to be 
arranged by EA in 2014 

LLFA  
– EA 

P1, P2, P5 
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Barrow 

Location Issue Actions & progress 
Lead Organisation & 
partners 

Policies 
served 

Schemes (no defined Wet Areas) 

Walney South Problem occurs during heavy rainfall. Gullies unable to 
cope with flood waters between Falmouth Street and 
Bristol Street resulting in the flooding of 4 properties. 

UU have been undertaking some studies in 
this area. 
 

LLFA  
– BBC, UU 

P1, P2, 
P4, P5 

Dalton-in-
Furness 

Goose Green in Dalton is at risk of flooding from Hagg 
Ghyll and Poaka Beck. Both are Main Rivers but Hagg 
Ghyll is an Ordinary Watercourse further upstream. There 
is also a problem on King Street with a Poaka Beck 
tributaries (non-Main River) which floods two properties.  
Property flooding in cul-de-sacs off Holly Gate Road and 
UU sewer surcharging due to hydraulic failure of pump 
station in Newtown road.  

Some improvements have been made. 
Culvert cleansing complete and CCTV survey 
carried out. Improvements on-going. 
Flood Investigation Report delivered to the 
community in June 2013 by the LLFA 
following extensive flooding across the town 
in 2012.   
MSfWG working to identify works to reduce 
flood risk.  Works will be subject to funding 
availability. 

LLFA  
– BBC, EA, County 
Highways, UU. 

P1, P2, 
P4, P5 
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Location Issue Actions & progress 
Lead Organisation & 
partners 

Policies 
served 

Wet Areas 

Whitehaven The topography and geology of Whitehaven results in an 
extensive area at risk from surface water and sewer 
system flooding along the Pow Beck Valley. This area 
would be sensitive to any additional flows as a result of 
future development. Urban extents and hydraulic 
boundaries have formed boundary of a Wet Area which 
includes Moresby Parks. 

Future development in the Kells / Woodhouse 
/ Marchon area should drain to the sea to the 
west or via an attenuated system to 
Rottington Beck to the south. 
Disposal of surface water to the combined or 
foul sewer network should be prevented. 
The drainage in Whitehaven is a combined 
system to West Strand Pumping station, 
during intense rain the pumping station can 
surcharge causing flooding to the lower part 
of Whitehaven.  Any failure at West Strand 
pumping station during rainfall could be 
critical to flooding. 

CBC 
-  LLFA, EA, UU 

All 
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Mirehouse, 
Whitehaven 

The high water table and high levels on Pow Beck result 
in backing up and surcharging of the surface water 
drainage system and smaller watercourses. Many of the 
problems are related to private sewers, but UU have had 
sewer flooding problems.  Direct surface water runoff 
from fields can also cause property flooding. The mining 
legacy in this area also contributes to the drainage 
complexities in this area. 

It is not conclusively clear that any one 
solution would resolve the problems in 
Mirehouse, it will probably require a 
combination of measures and planning 
controls to manage the flood risk in this 
location. 
MSfWG actions on-going. 

LLFA, EA  
– UU, CBC  

All 

Parton, nr 
Whitehaven 

A culverted ordinary watercourses (Lambhill Gill) passes 
through the village of Parton and can surcharge, possibly 
due to tide locking, blockage and inadequate culvert 
capacity. This has flooded between 20 and 30 properties 
in the lower part of the village.  

MSfWG decision on next steps. Participating 
in community investigations and discussions 
January 2014. 

LLFA – quarry owners, 
CBC, Parton PC. 

P1, P2, 
P4, P5 

Coach Road, 
Whitehaven 

This is a low lying area to the east of Pow Beck, 
downstream of Mirehouse. The lack of capacity in the 
combined system and backing up from Pow Beck can 
cause flooding. Although the impact of flooding is not 
significant, the regularity of flooding (every year) means 
intervention is necessary. 

Property level protection appears to be the 
most cost beneficial approach for reducing 
risk to properties. However, the highway will 
still be liable to flooding and this may be a 
key objective for the MSfWG. 
 

LLFA, UU 
 - CBC, EA  

All 

Whitehaven -
Springfield 
Avenue. 

During heavy rain, the combined system surcharges a 
manhole causing flooding to properties in 3 separate 
areas. 

Monitoring continues in the MSfWG. LLFA 
investigation made. 
 

LLFA  
- CBC, UU 

P1, P2, 
P4 

Whitehaven 
Town Centre - 
Harbour roads 

Heavy rain over Whitehaven town centre has resulted in 
flooding of retail and residential premises, including 
cellars. 

Further investigations are required so that the 
source of flooding can be clearly defined. 
EA led investigations with harbour authorities 
undertaken.  LLFA Flood Investigation Report 
to be produced. 

EA, LLFA  - County 
Highways, UU 

All 
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Location Issue Actions & progress 
Lead Organisation & 
partners 

Policies 
served 

Schemes outside Wet Areas 

Orgill Estate, 
Egremont. 

Extensive flooding to a large number of properties on this 
housing estate occurred in 2012.  Results from surface 
water runoff from agricultural land above the estate and 
lack of capacity of Skirting Beck culvert which flows under 
it.  Skirting Beck is a main river and the capacity issues 
are being addressed by the EA. 

LLFA support in recovery plan post-2012 
floods; highway drainage and Whang Beck 
culvert investigations; identifying costs and 
funding sources for PLP.  County Highways 
have completed various measures to control 
overland flow routes and divert water away 
from vulnerable areas. RMAs continue to 
pursue funding for a major improvement 
scheme. Recording of different drainage 
systems and relevant responsibilities are on-
going. 
Flood defence measures introduced to 
protect Church View estate from surface 
water flooding complete December 2013.  EA 
carrying out optioneering for Skirting and 
Whangs Becks – contract awarded January 
2014.  Partnership funding bid to be 
submitted March 2014 for expected 
construction in 2015/16. 

LLFA – EA, County 
Highways; CBC; UU; 
Home Group Housing 
Assn.; Two Castles 
Housing Assn.; 
landowners. 

All 

Ravenglass Various locations across the village suffering from surface 
water flooding, sheet run-off, sewer, highway drainage 
related issues 

Extensive flooding in 2012.  LLFA Flood 
Investigation Report produced and delivered 
to community March 2013.  Highway 
drainage improvements proposed.  FDGiA 
bid made June 2013. County Highways have 
carried out various drainage improvements to 
sections of drainage in the village including 2 
overflow systems onto the foreshore.  
Highway drainage improvements to be 
completed by March 2014. 
EA have 1 in 40 year tidal defences in 
Ravenglass. 

LLFA  
- County Highways, 
UU, LDNPA 

P1, P2, 
P4, P5 
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Location Issue Actions & progress 
Lead Organisation & 
partners 

Policies 
served 

Schemes outside Wet Areas contd. 

St Bees Various locations across the village suffering from surface 
water flooding, sheet run-off and highway drainage 
related issues 

Extensive flooding in 2012.  LLFA Flood 
Investigation Report produced and delivered 
to community March 2013.  Work to begin in 
early 2014 to develop soakaways and 
upgrade highway gullies on High House 
Road. 
 

LLFA  
- County Highways, 3rd 
party asset owners 

P1, P2, 
P4, P5 

Seascale Surface water flooding and culvert surcharging at 
Fairways and Santon Way. Surcharging culvert at 
Railway terrace.  

Extensive flooding in 2012.  LLFA Flood 
Investigation Report produced and delivered 
to community April 2013.  
Initial investigations in advance of FDGiA bid 
June 2014. 
EA Pollution team investigating culvert from 
Santon Way as failing in bathing water 
quality. 

LLFA  
- County Highways, 
Network Rail, CBC, 
landowners 

All 

Gosforth 
 

A number of locations across Gosforth and Wellington 
areas. Issues around culverts, surface water runoff and 
highway related issues 

Extensive flooding in 2012.  LLFA Flood 
Investigation Report produced and delivered 
to community April 2013.  FDGiA bid made 
June 2013.  County Highways have carried 
out improvements in the village to the 
highway drainage. 
Community engagement following revised 
draft of flood investigation report February 
2014.   

LLFA  
- County Highways, 3rd 
party asset owners 

All 
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Location Issue Actions & progress 
Lead Organisation & 
partners 

Policies 
served 

Schemes outside Wet Areas contd. 

Various, nr. 
Egremont 
 

How Man, nr. Egremont; 
Springfield, Middletown; 
Townend Farm, Caulderton; 
Gill Cottage, nr. Middletown. 
Properties in the above locations suffered repeated 
flooding in 2012 as a result of extensive surface water 
runoff from adjacent agricultural land.  Cumbria LLFA will 
work with a wide range of partners to influence land 
management practices to reduce the risk of flooding. 

LLFA produced flood investigation reports for 
all of these locations listed in consultation 
with residents and communities.  Associated 
highway drainage infrastructure at each 
location has been investigated.  Discussions 
to be held with NE and river catchment host 
partner organisations to identify a way 
forward by April 2014. 

LLFA  
– County Highways; 
CBC; NFU; RPA; 
landowners; EA & NE 
land management 
specialists. 

P1, P2, 
P4, P5 
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Appendix 5  Strategic Environmental Assessment 
 

A5.1 A statutory strategic environmental assessment (SEA) is undertaken to ensure that the 
consequences on the environment are considered during the development of a strategy 
alongside technical, economic or other considerations.  The findings of the assessment are 
provided in a draft environmental report that is presented to the public for consultation, at 
the same time as the draft strategy.  

 
A5.2 Responses to consultation will be taken into account during the preparation of the LFRMS 

and before its adoption or submission to a legislative procedure. 
  

One of the first steps is to engage with partners to understand the potential scope and level 
of detail of the SEA.  As part of this partner consultation of the draft LFRMS, Cumbria LLFA is 
asking partners to consider and provide details on the following: - 

 Identifying other relevant plans, programmes and environmental protection objectives. 
o To establish how the LFRMS is affected by outside factors to suggest ideas for 

how any constraints can be addressed, and to help to identify SEA objectives, i.e. 
to protect and improve the quality and condition of water resources; to promote 
the mitigation of and adaptation to climate change and its effects on flood risk 

 Collect baseline information. 
o To provide an evidence base for environmental problems, prediction of effects, 

and monitoring; to help in the development of SEA objectives. 

 Identify environmental problems. 
o To help focus the SEA and streamline the subsequent stages, including baseline 

information analysis, setting of the SEA objectives, prediction of effects and 
monitoring. 

 Identify SEA objectives 
o To provide a means by which the environmental performance of the LFRMS and 

alternatives can be assessed. 

 Identify scope of SEA. 
o  To ensure that the SEA covers the likely significant environmental effects of the 

LFRMS. 
 
A5.3 This is the first stage of the SEA process, Stage A.  Cumbria LLFA will undertake studies on 

these activities throughout the draft consultation period.  Along with the feedback from 
consulted organisations and individuals, outputs from these studies will form the basis of 
work in subsequent stages which are: - 

 

 Stage B: Developing and refining alternatives and assessing effects. 

 Stage C: Preparing the Environmental Report. 

 Stage D: Consulting on the draft plan or programme and the Environmental Report.  
 To be undertaken alongside public consultation of the LFRMS. 

 Stage E: Monitoring the significant effects of implementing the plan or programme 
on the environment.  To be undertaken alongside continuing review and update of 
the LFRMS.  See Section 7. 
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Appendix 6   Useful Information 

 
  



 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Local Flood Risk Management 
Environment & Community Services 
Cumbria County Council 
Parkhouse Building 
Kingmoor Business Park 
Carlisle 
CA6 4SJ 
Tel. 01228 221330 
lfrm@cumbria.gov.uk 
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